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CALENDAR
GETTING
CROWDED?
It's a long way from winter to spring, but for
three special days this June, it pays to plan ahead.
Suffolk University Alumni Weekend is your time to reunite with faculty
and friends while you re-discover your campus and your favorite city.
Special dinners and cultural events in uniquely Boston settings
make for a weekend that's sure to be memorable.
It's never too early to save your space and

save the date!
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY ALUMNI WEEKEND
June 9-11, 2011
Call 617-573-8443 for additional information
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A Modern Miracle

Restoring the grandeur to a faded Boston theater landmark
was just Act I...
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"CSl Boston"
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Giving Them the Business
Veteran teacher Linda Samuels EMBA '03 takes an
entrepreneurial approach to planning for the future and
overcoming the past
BY BEVERLY FORD
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Pet Cause
Your pets (and that beaver in your backyard) have a lawyer
and lobbyist of their own. Kara Holmquist JD '01 puts a
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His Second City
Miami native Tomas Robaina '12 warms up to Boston
BY RENEE GRAHAM
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N OCTOBER 20, the Universily announced the retirement of David J. Sargent JD ’54,
LLD ’78, who joined the University as a professor of law in 1956 and has served as its
president since 1989. The board of trustees unanimously conferred the status of presi
dent emeritus on Sargent in recognition of his extraordinary service. Andrew C. Meyer, Jr. Esq.
JD ‘74, LLD ‘99, Chairman of the Board of TVustees, said “The contributions he has made as a
leader and an architect for growth will serve as a model for future presidents of universities who
attempt to achieve a similar level of excellence.”
Chairman Meyer also announced that a committee would be formed to conduct a nationwide
search to identify a successor and that University Provost Barry Brown will assume the role of
Acting President during the search process.
On page 54 of this magazine, you will find excerpts from a wide-ranging conversation with
Acting President and Provost Brown. In the special message to alumni which follows, he reflects
upon this important moment in the history of the University:

Amy Sutherland ("Life Support”, pg. 47)
is the author of three books, inciuding
What Shamu Taught Me about Life, Love,
and Marriage, which was based on her
popular column for The New York Times.
She lives in Charlestown, Massachusetts.

Dear Suffolk University Alumni/Alumnae,
Suffolk University is in the midst of a period of
significant change, and with it, I believe, a pe
riod of great opportunity.
At this critical moment in the life of our Uni
versity, it is important to involve
all members of our community
to build on our accomplish
ments and to achieve the fu
ture promise of this institution.
I strongly believe that moving
forward requires communica
tion, openness, and transpar
ency.
As a Suffolk graduate, you are
an essential part of accomplish
ing the task before us. I recently
sent an e-mail to students, em
ployees and other members
of the Suffolk Community that addressed the
legacy of President David Sargent. As I wrote
in that message, his contributions to the intel
lectual and physical growth of this university
will be lasting. With his strong encouragement
and leadership, Suffolk University has emerged
as a national and international center of educa
tion, one that has remained true to a mission of
providing access, opportunity and achievement
to students from all walks of life. Without those
contributions, moving forward to our next stage
of growth would be impossible.
Now, as we shape our future, we need your in
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volvement. Our tremendous alumni base, more
than 65,000 strong, is one of the University’s
greatest resources, not only for philanthropic
support but also for critical guidance. We rely
on you for thoughtful input into what we are do
ing well, how we can maximize
our strengths, and also how we
can improve in areas that will
provide lasting benefits to our
students, alumni and the Uni
versity as a whole.
With that in mind, it is my
intention to meet with as many
alumni as I can, in small and
large groups, in Boston, in cities
across New England and across
the nation. I hope to hear your
thoughts, to share ideas, and to
collaborate. I look forward to
your candid input as we move forward toward
our common goal of providing a substantive and
compassionate education that makes a differ
ence in the lives of each of our students.
My sincerest thanks for your support and best
wishes to each of you for a happy and healthy
New Year.

Scottish born, San Francisco based
illustrator and artist David

Fullarton

(BackStory, pg. 64) "has spent most of
his somewhat checkered career attempting
to create a piece of artwork that doesn't
have words written on it and which wouldn't
be considered 'humorous'. So far he has
failed dismally"

Perennial SAM contributing writer and
Boston Magazine contributing editor

Michael Blanding ("Pet Cause," pg. 36)
Cordially,

has written The Coke Machine: The Dirty
Truth Behind the Worid's Favorite Soft Drink.
The Atlantic calls the book "painstakingly

BARRY BROWN
Acting President and Provost

reported... important and readable."

I practice law in my own small firm in the
areas of estate planning, elder law, real es
tate, and estate and trust administration.
In estate planning with clients, I often raise
the option of planned giving so that they can
pursue their philanthropic objectives while
achieving the greatest possible financial
benefits for themselves and their heirs. When
I ask people if they want to make charitable
bequests in their wills or leave a legacy, I
explain how I provided in my estate plan for
the organizations and nonprofit institutions
about which I care. For me, one choice was
clear: Suffolk University.
Suffolk enabled me to obtain a law degree
without being saddled with student loans
upon graduation. Just as we benefited from
the generosity of others who went before
us, we should give back to Suffolk to benefit
those who will come after us. My wife and
I have chosen planned giving as a natural
extension of our annual charitable giving
during our lifetime. Please consider joining
me in sharing our good fortune with the next
SUFFOLK

generation of Suffolk alumni.
ATTORNEY JAMES V. AUKERMAN JD '75
Wakefield, Rhode Island

PLANNED GIVTNG

BE A
To receive a confidential outline showing the benefits of planned
giving based on your particular situation, or to learn more,
please contact Associate Vice President Peter J. Mollo MED '77,
at plannedgiving@suffolk.edu or 617-573-8443.
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Letters to the Editor

After reading your most recent “GREEN” issue,
I was inspired by Suffolk’s reputation as one
of the top green schools in the nation and the
outstanding articles you had on all the Suffolk
alumni that work in environmental profes
sions. I wanted to reach out to you and intro
duce myself as an alumnus and entrepreneur in
“green business.” I loved the title of your [let
ter from the editor], “Honestas, Diligentia, et
Sustainability.”
Since graduating. I’ve co-founded RePlant
Building Solutions with my brother-in-law,
focused on providing sustainable building ma
terials in the built environment. My company
is the exclusive distributor in North America
of HUSK, a composite building material which
acts in functions similar to wood but is made
entirely of rice husks and recycled plastic. We
also distribute SHOOTS bamboo flooring,
made from fully mature Moso bamboo.

a great firm with a great reputation nation
ally. With the industry focusing on sustainable
design and with Courtney’s desire to help the
environment, especially being from California,
she is working at the right place.
What I’m more excited about for Courtney is
that even through a really tough economy and
seeing how hard the construction industry was
hit in Boston by the recession, she has main
tained her position at Shepley Bulfinch and is
continuing to establish herself in the industry.
Heather Martin MAID '08
Project Manager
rand* construction corporation, Washington, D.C.

Aruna Chong Quiroga MS '09
Co-Founder & CFO
RePlant Building Solutions

SOLAR SYSTEM
Jason Wiener JD '05

INTERIOR MOTIVES
Courtney Janes MAID '08

It is great to see a story about a fellow classmate
and Suffolk alum. Having been in classes with
Courtney and seeing her grow from the begin
ning, it is great to see how far she has come since
we all began the master’s program. I’m happy
that she is working for Shepley Bulfinch. It is
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At a time when oil spills and burning coal
are wreaking havoc on our environment and
economy, it was refreshing to read about
Jason Wiener’s great work transforming our
electricity supply one solar panel at a time.
Clean energy solutions make sense for all of
us. Expensive and polluting power plants must
become a historical relic. Thanks to Jason’s
work, that is becoming a reality.
Sandra Levine JD '84
Senior Attorney, Conservation Law Foundation

I read with interest your story on Jason Wiener
JD ’05 of Namaste Solar Electric. My first
thought reading was that this was an oxymoron,
a clean lawyer. But since Jason was a graduate of
Suffolk, I [knew] that was possible. I joke, yet it
is very important to have a strong understand
ing of the legal/regulatory aspects of clean energy
development so that these budding industries
are not stifled by conventional oil, gas, and coal
companies. We have subsidized these industries
since their inception, thus they will not go down
without a fight. Good to have smart people on the
other side.
Interestingly, most solar development in the
United States has occurred on the West Coast,
especially in California (where I am located).
This is changing. One state that is going to be a
leader is Massachusetts. According to Navigant
Consulting, Massachusetts has sufficient solar
insulation for photovoltaic generation exceed
ing the solar resources of Germany, one of the
world-leading markets. In fact, Germany’s south
ernmost metropolis is farther north than Bangor,
Maine. Massachusetts’s solar carve-out regula
tion and innovative net-metering regulation will
bring clean-energy jobs into the state. I can attest
to that fact since we are looking at expanding into
Massachusetts from California.
In sum, great article. It looks like Jason’s com
pany and mine have a lot in common, and we
could potentially work together in the future. I
suspect that is the purpose of SAM.
Ken Platt MBA '06
Pac Power

BIG SHOES, SMALL FOOTPRINT
Jack Keating EMBA '84

Your article on Jack Keating and the Timberland
Company resonates well in the tovra of Stratham,
New Hampshire, home to Timherland’s world
wide corporate headquarters. Here in Stratham,
we see over and over the Company’s commitment
to being a positive, constructive part of its envi
ronment, whether that environment is consid
ered locally, nationally, or globally. In Stratham,
Timberland’s corps of environmentally and so-

dally aware employees have helped rebuild ne
glected hiking trails at our park; pitched in to
help develop a new Babe Ruth baseball field by
constructing drainage systems, the infield, and
dugouts; and many, many other projects over
recent years. Employees like Jack Keating and
Carol Sullivan, who recently coordinated the
Babe Ruth efforts, make Timberland the great
company that it is. Stratham is proud to be the
home of Timberland.
David Canada
Chairman
Stratham, NH, Board of Selectmen

fit to change their core business operations to
embrace the balance between commerce and
environmental justice in a way that benefits the
consumer, the corporation, and the earth. Keep
up the good work. Jack!
Marcos Cordero, LEED AP
CEO and Co-Founder
The Green Business Bureau

Renee Graham's article on Suffolk University
alumnus, Jack Keating, should be required
reading for the current and future leaders of
our corporate world. We all benefit from indi
viduals and businesses who have, as the center
piece of their business model, respect for each
other and for the earth. Timberland is not only

a leader in business, it has long been a strong
supporter of local nonprofit organizations
through the outreach activities of its employ
ees and corporate sponsorships. I hope that
your graduates will look to New Hampshire’s
business-fnendly climate and its commitment
to protecting its natural resources when they
are considering where to locate. Businesses
such as Timberland, with employees such as
Mr. Keating, help make NH the best place to
live and raise a family.
State Representative Donna Schlachman
Commerce and Consumer Affairs Committee
Rockingham District #13
Exeter, North Hampton and Stratham, NH

RED, WHITE, BLUE & GREEN
Deborah Robbins MPA '91

RESPOND

Your article on Jack Keating of Timberland
provided great insight on the motivations (and
challenges) when a company chooses to focus
on environmental sustainability, among them
the reduction of Timberland’s carbon footprint,
a sense of global justice, and a desire to “do the
right thing.”
I was pleased to note that Keating also men
tions the economic benefits of going green, as
we have found that the ROI [return on invest
ment] of sustainability is a key message to the
business community. Timberland’s commit
ment to sustainable practices both at its offices
and through its contracts with suppliers is a
brilliant example that going it alone doesn’t
yield all of the potential benefits [of including]
your business partners—and holding them to
just as high standards.
We applaud Keating as an example of an
executive of a large corporation that has seen

Now, in addition to emaii
(sam@suffoik.edu),
you can share feedback with
your magazine and your
fellow graduates online.
Connect through reader forums,
review past issues in our archives,
and discover additional multi-media
content to enhance
your reading experience,
■ ■■

You’ll find it all at
suffolk.edu/samonline

Deborah Robbins’s groundbreaking venture
in recycling tires into durable, clean products
underscores the temptation that offshoring
poses to remaining (and budding) U.S. manu
facturers of many stripes. The pull of Chinese
factories is considerable, given lower produc
tion costs for items from kids’ sneakers to
recycled building materials. Convincing con
sumers and wholesalers to consider long-term
“hidden” costs like toxic emissions is an uphill
battle in a world where price nearly always
means current dollars and cents.
The timing of Robbins’s venture is encour
aging, however. Earlier this year, Wham-O,
Inc. announced it would move 50 percent of
the production of its iconic Frisbee to the U.S..
If shifting the manufacturing of plastic toys
from China back to the U.S. makes sense for
Wham-O, it may mean that the mantra that
cheap is better—and China is cheapest of all—
is starting to look like a costly way of doing
business.
Sara Bongiorni
Author, A Year Without Made in China:
One Famiiy's True Life Adventure
in the Globai Economy
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Top of the World

mm

Suffolk EMBA program recognized
in international ranking
OR THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEAR,

Sawyer Business School's Executive MBA
Program has been ranked one of the world's top
100 EMBA programs by The Financial Times.
"This recognition says we are connecting with

SOUND BITE

Founding Mother:
An American Life Re-Examined
Visiting scholar casts Elizabeth Cady Stanton in a new light

the needs of the global business community as
well as the Important value issues of our stu
dents and future leaders," said Michael Barretti,
director of the Institute of Executive Education
and Life-Long Learning. The Financial Times, a
London-based business newspaper, uses alumni

MOST STUDENTS OF AMERICAN HISTORY know Elizabeth

Cady Stanton for her criti

surveys to derive its rankings, and this list was

cal role in winning the vote for women. A new biography of the iconic feminist fig

based on interviews with the Class of 2007 to

ure-published on the 90th anniversary of women’s suffrage—affirms her place as

evaluate the impact of the EMBA program on

a champion of women’s rights. But in Elizabeth Cady Stanton: An American Life,

the graduates' career progress, salary growth,

Lori Ginzberg, a professor of history and women’s studies at Pennsylvania State

and realization of professional and personal

University, presents a far more nuanced portrait of a woman who was both ahead
of her time and, disappointingly, a product of it as well. In October, Ginzberg spoke
at Suffolk University as part of the Distinguished Visiting Scholars Series sponsored
by the communications and journalism department, the history department, the
women’s and gender studies program, and the College of Arts & Sciences. SAM asked
her to put this complex figure into perspective:
“The radical ideas Stanton promoted so passionately in her own time—among
them, the right of women to own property, to get a divorce, to be educated, to be
treated as individuals, and to vote—are utterly commonplace in ours. This should

goals.

“This ranking is a credit to our pro
gram’s leadership, and is a reflection
of our faculty, students, and alumni
. . . who made this recognition once
more possiblem says william J. O'Neill Jr,
dean of the Business School. "This achievement

force us to think hard before we declare ideas ‘unthinkable’ or ‘out of bounds.’ [Yet]

clearly reflects the value of the Sa\wyer Business

for all her brilliance, Stanton failed to reflect critically on her own status in American

School's global mission and focus." Sawyer

society, and so did not question, as we should, her insistence that she spoke for ‘all

Business Schooi is also included in the Princeton

women.’ Her legacy to the nation and to feminism remains flawed by her, and our,
assumptions about the superiority of a particular class, race, religious culture, and
nation in defining whose rights, and whose priorities, matter.” ©
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Review's 2011 edition of its book. The Best 300
Business Schools.

BUUub

ASK A PRO

YOU can call them Ray
Suffolk Rams #23 Allan Ray gets some coaching from Boston Celtics #20 Ray Allen
ynn, massachusehs

L

native and business management major Allan Ray 'i l, a 6-foot guard

and former captain of the Suffolk Rams men's basketball team, wanted some pointers on
his game. California-born Ray Allen, a 6' 5" Boston Celtics guard (and member of the 2008
World Championship team), had some sound advice. SAM provided the venue for a minute clinic.

ALLAN RAY: Being one of the best career free throw shooters in the NBA, what do you
beiieve is the most important thing to do when you get to the line?
RAY ALLEN: Breathe...just breathe.
AR: Whenever you're in a shooting slump, what do you think is the most important
thing to focus on to get out of it?
RA: I don't think you focus on anything. You just stick to your routine. Whatever your routine is. You
don't overdo it. You don't over-think. Sometimes you play a collection of great defenders that have
kept you from doing certain things, but just stick to getting your routine of shots in, taking care of
your body, and getting rest.

AR: How do you prepare for big games?
RA: The same that I prepare for any other game. My routine doesn't really change. It's important
not to place any greater precedent on one game to the next. Whether you're playing one of the
best players in the league or the best teams, routine-wise as an individual and a team, you've got
to prepare the same way and make sure that you do what you can to help the team get ready just
the same way. Most of the time you worry about the things you do as a team more than what the
other team is going to do.

ON CAMPUS

The Competition Gets Serious
SUFFOLK IMPROV GROUP GOES FOR THE GOLD
hicago is Seriously Bent's kind of town—again. For the third
consecutive year, Suffolk's award-winning comedy troupe

C

will head to the Windy City to compete in the National College
Improv Tournament on February 28. The 12-member group defeated Yale

University's The Purple Crayon and Thfts University's Cheap Sox in a mid
night showdown to claim the Northeast Region title. Seriously Bent will
be seriously focused on winning this year's crown; last year, they came
in second, losing to Northwestern University's The Titanic Player's Daddy
Mags by just a half-point.
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Best of all worlds
International design student's award provides financial support and
encouragement
ORN IN RUSSIA and raised in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, Anna Parfentieva
came to America two years ago seeking two things: a vibrant city iike Boston, and a topnotch schooi like NESAD to pursue a bachelor of fine arts degree in interior design. Now
a senior, she has made her mark as the recipient of one of the most prestigious national
scholarships for undergraduate interior design students.
Last fall, Parfentieva became the third NESAD student in the past four years to win
the Donghia Foundation Scholarship, which is awarded to about a dozen college seniors
in interior design. She received $30,000 to cover her tuition and expenses this year at
Suffolk. "It's a big relief for my parents," Parfentieva, 21, says. "They've been helping me,
and now I get to help them."
Parfentieva, who spent her first two years of college as a graphic design major at the
University of Dubai, won with her design "Alley," a high-end retail store for women, in
spired by the collection of British designer Matthew Williamson—and back alleys of New
York and Boston. "I wanted to provide this bohemian/grunge interior for this beautiful
clothing, to make them the gems of the store while everything else is very monotone. I
wanted the clothing to be the focal point," she says. "I studied actual alleys, and I liked
the idea of when you're walking in an alley you can see into people's windows. I tried to
incorporate that into my retail space."
Her project began as a Contract Design 1 class assignment taught by Nacer Benkaci, an

TWO designs from Parfentieva's award winning projects.

assistant professor of interior design. "The [idea] she put forward was mixing a New York
back alley with high fashion, and that contrast was very interesting," he says,:

il hesiBenkaci submitted Parfentieva's design to Nancy Hackett, co-director of NESAD's in
terior design program, for consideration as a scholarship entry. Parfentieva's work stood
out, Hackett says, because it "combined both a graphic and an interior component to her
design" that had "punch" and a "very fun concept."
After college, Parfentieva would like to start a business with her sister, who is also an
interior designer, in addition to providing financial support, the scholarship has boosted
Parfentieva's confidence in her work. "I'm the kind of student who won't sleep all night
and will come to the presentation a wreck because I'm never satisfied with my work,"
Parfentieva says. "So I think this award, in a way, has made me calm down a bit and made
me think my work is worthy. In design, you always think you're not quite there yet. So an
award like this can help me believe in myself and my designs a little bit."

PRESIDENTIAL MATERIAL > Jo Ann Rooney JD '87 has been nominated by President Obama as principal deputy undersecretary for
personnel and readiness in the Department of Defense. Rooney is currently president of Mount Ida College in Newton, Massachusetts.
She also served for eight years as the president of Spalding University in Louisville, Kentucky.

PERSONAL BEST
SOUND BITE

State of
the State

No Mission Impossibie
SHEILA RADZIEWICZ BA '01 GETS HER KICKS FROM DISPROVING DISABILITIES

House Speaker
finds Massachusetts
competitiveness
ranking “encouraging”
"Down but not out” may sound,
well, downbeat. But the descrip
tion of the latest competitiveness
ranking of Massachusetts at The
Beacon Hill Institute’s 10th an
nual Competitiveness Conference

HEN SHEILA RADZIEWICZ walked into a Peabody, Massachusetts martial arts

among a field of 50 contenders.

W

First and second place finishers

punching and kicking—despite the fact that, due to a rare genetic disorder, she was bom without

North Dakota and Colorado may

arms or knee caps.

was aU relative; after all, the
slide from first place for the two
last years to third in 2010 was

rejoice at their showing in areas
such as government and fiscal
pohcy, security, infrastructure,

studio three years ago, she was prepared for the kinds of quizzical looks she has
often encountered throughout her life. “I think, for some people, when they see
me, it’s a little bit of shock, like “What is she doing here? How can this person do
this?’” she says.

What Radziewicz wanted to do was take a class in tae kwon do, a Korean martial art involving

Then again, Radziewicz sees her condition as more of an inconvenience than a disability. Last
June, she earned her black belt in tae kwon do, and credits her family with giving her the will
to succeed. “They’ve always been supportive and have never let me give up,” Radziewicz says. “I
learned from them that you can’t because if you do, that’s it. No one’s going to pick you up and

human resources, technology,

dust you off and put you back on your path. It’s up to you to make the most of your life.”

business incubation, openness,

Radziewicz, 32, was bom with thrombocytopenia-absent radius, known as TAR syndrome,
which affects less than 1 out of every 300,000 newborns. It’s characterized by the absence of
the radius bone in the forearms and a severely reduced blood platelet count which can lead to
life-threatening hemorrhaging. (The platelet deficiency usually self-corrects by age 2, she notes.)
Radziewicz has “short-arm TAR,” meaning she is missing all of the bones in her arms. She was
also bom with a hole in her heart, dislocated hips, severely bowed knees, and feet turned inward.
By the time she was 9, she had endured nearly 10 corrective surgeries on her legs and ankles; she
wasn’t able to walk until she was 4.

and environmental policy. But the
keynote speaker at the October
25th conference kept the ranking
in perspective:
"It’s very encouraging to see
Massachusetts doing so well

“I live with a decent amount of pain, but I’ve also been spared some of the surgeries other

in the competitiveness index,”

people have had,” she says. “My heart defect closed up so I didn’t need surgery for that, which

Massachusetts House Speaker

was great.”

Robert A. DeLeo JD ’76 told the
audience at his alma mater.
"Even with the slippage [in two
measures, budget deficit and air
quality], the data makes clear
that we have set a very high stan
dard and other states are racing
to catch up with us.”

Radziewicz, who has a degree in government from Suffolk, is currently a legal advocate
coordinator for Healing Abuse Working for Change, an organization that aids domestic violence
victims. She has also launched a website, sheilaradziewicz.net, and began a second career as a
motivational speaker, spurred by the reaction she received after earning her black belt.

“I had a lot of people contact me: some were people with disabilities, some were parents of
kids inspired by what I accomplished,” she says. “It made me look at my life and realize I’ve
accomplished a lot, and I could really get out there and, using my life experience, raise more
awareness around disabilities and just how much people can do despite what might be seen as a
limitation. My mother raised me with the motto, ‘The impossible just takes a little longer.’ That’s
really how I’ve lived my life, and that is what I hope to share with others.”
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Producer's Take
Veteran Hollywood filmmaker David Hoberman offers students a crash course in screenwriting

rom Pretty Woman to The Proposal, David Hoberman, founder and president of
tlande\^e Films and Television, has been one of Hollywood's most successful executives and
; for more than two decades. His latest film. The Fighter, starring Mark Wahiberg and
Jhristia^Bale, has been garnering Oscar buzz for its gritty portrayal of the real life of boxer "Irish"
]licky Ward, a much-beloved junior welterweight from Lowell, Massachusetts. Hoberman, who
ps to Suffolk this spring to teach another screenwriting class as part of the Distinguished
Visiting Scholar Series, spoke to SAM about redefining the role of producer, movie making in
Massachusetts, and the long fight to bring The Fighter to the big screen.

SAM: in your career, has there been any film
you've been associated with that has been
more arduous to bring to moviegoers than
The Fighter?
DAVID HOBERMAN: Probably Eight Below [a
2006 adventure film starring Paul Walker],
That one took 15 years; The Fighter took sue.
Not every day or anything like that [he says
speaking ofEight Below~\, but it was just a story
I never forgot about and I always kept trying
to peddle it.

SAM: Where do you find the drive to stick
with a project for years even when faced
with daunting obstacies?
HOBERMAN: This was different because we set
up The Fighter right away, and it took me 15
years to set up Eight Below. The struggle [with
The Fighter'] was trying to put the elements to
gether to satisfy a studio to make the movie, and
in requiring different writers along the line to
write for different actors. We wrote a script for
Brad Pitt, we wrote a script for Matt Damon, and
those each took a year or so to get resolved. So
with this one we were kind of constantly work
ing at it, and getting the right elements involved
to get the movie made. We always had some for
ward or lateral momentum that was ongoing. It
was just a roller coaster of “Well, we’re gonna
get this movie star, oh, we don’t have that movie
star, we’ll get this director, oh, we don’t have
that director.” This was kind of a juggling act
and a wait-and-see game. It was a confluence
of events that kept postponing its ability to get
made, but in the process, we always believed in
the movie and that it would get made.
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SAM: The Internet has become a big part of
a film promotion, sometimes long before the
filmmakers want any information out there.
What effect do you think the Internet is
having on the process of making
movies and promoting them?
HOBERMAN: It can help you or it
can kill you. Every studio has
a whole marketing approach
they use on the Internet de
pending upon everything
from being on the homepage
of Google to a lot more un
derground or targeted ways to
reach [a particular audience]. So it
definitely plays a big role in how we market
films; it’s all something we try to use in the most
positive way we can, but sometimes it takes on
its own life.

the director to help him make the best film that
he can. That means everything from casting to
production design to director of photography to
wardrobe to locations. I want to challenge the
director to make the best film that he can.

SAM: You're returning to Suffolk in the
spring. After your well-received screen
writing workshop, what can students expect
next semester?
HOBERMAN: This year, I really want to get into
the nitty-gritty of screenwriting. I don’t hold
back—some writers are meant to be writers,
and some people think they’re writers who
aren’t meant to be writers. We’re gonna try to
determine who’s who; we’re gonna try to
determine which camp they fall into.

SAM: Is there a way to do that
without dashing dreams?
HOBERMAN: I teach every year at
UCLA, and I do the same thing.
The first guy who came up, we all
read his script, and I couldn’t have
been harder on it. At the end of class,
I asked if anyone else would like me to
read their script and do the same thing, and
everybody raised their hand. I think they appre
ciate the fact that they’re learning something
and they’re going to learn a lot about their own
internal process.

SAM: The average moviegoer tends to
understand the role of the screenwriter or
director, but they tend know less about the
role of a producer. How do you explain the
role of a film producer?

SAM: The Fighter is the latest of several films
you've produced which have been filmed in
Massachusetts. What is it about this area
that keeps drawing you back?

HOBERMAN: Unfortunately, the role of producer
has been bastardized over the years. There are
a lot of people who get producer credit because
they’re a manager, or because they control
rights [to a project], or because they put money
into a film. My job is to find and develop the
material, package the material, find someone
to make the film, then work with the director
in casting the film to make sure that I get the
best I can out of the director. I see my job as
getting the best script I can and working with

HOBERMAN: As a person, and as a family, we
love Massachusetts, we love Boston, so I’m
always happy to come to Boston. As a film
maker, there are so many different looks in
Massachusetts—you could double it for any
where. In The Proposal, [starring Sandra
Bullock] we doubled it for Alaska in various
places. With The Surrogates [starring Bruce
Willis] we shot Boston for Boston, and The
Fighter is shooting Lowell for Lowell. It’s got
kind of everything. ©
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Crack a Window, Save a Life
NESAD student design selected for statewide campaign
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Designed to Excel

A CHILD ALONE IN A CAR
NOT EVfN fOR A MINUTE

NESAD program receives top honors
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Tfie New England School of Art & Design's interior
design program has been named one of the nation's
A poster created by New England School ofArt & Design student Kirsten Malinowski

top 10 interior design programs for both under
graduate and graduate levels by Designintelligence

’ll has been selected for a statewide crusade highlighting the dangers of leaving chil
dren unattended in hot cars. The Massachusetts Children’s TVust Fund (CTF) teamed

magazine. "We take great pride in being recognized

with Suffolk for its “Not Even for a Minute” campaign to help parents and caretakers

nationally for who we are and what we do," said

avoid a tragedy that kills dozens ofchildren every year, especially during summer. (On

NESAD Chairman Bill Davis. "Being ranked among

a 90-degree day, the temperature inside a closed, non-air conditioned car can soar to

some of the best known institutions throughout the

120 degrees in 10 minutes.) Malinowski’s poster was chosen after gamering the most

country is a tribute for all the hard work, creative
talent, and committed effort demonstrated by every

votes on CTF’s Facebook page and will appear on a billboard. According to Carolyn
Eggert, CTF's director of marketing and communications, smaller versions will be
available in day care centers, pediatricians’ offices, and “anywhere there are parents.”

one at NESAD."
Designintelligence, a design industry trade publica

tion, rated NESAD's undergraduate program fifth,
while its graduate studies ranked sixth. In the interior
design skills assessment category, the overall NESAD
program was ranked number one in the area of
communication. NESAD also finished second in the
design category and third in the area of sustainable
design practices and principles, in the fall of 2011,
NESAD will launch its first post-professional degree.
Master of Fine Arts in interior Architecture, bringing
interior design education to the highest level with
in-depth research in sustainability, advanced lighting,
environmental graphic design, and design studies.

Asian Literary Treasures
The Sawyer Library recently received a

1^’

collection of books from the Japan Foundation
and wontak Hong, professor emeritus at Seoul
National university in South Korea. The seven-book
collection includes such modern, avant-garde
classics as Yoko Ogawa's The Diving Pool, Shusaku
Endo's Silence, and The Apprenticeship of Big Toe,
by Reiko Matsuma.
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Once on the brink of extinction,
a Boston theater landmark gets
a second act By Renee Graham
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OOKING AT THE REGAL MODERN THEATRE, it’s easy to
forget that its once-crumbling exterior was a sad symbol of
decay and neglect in downtown Boston for nearly three deJ cades. Today that same white facade of Vermont marble and
sandstone, restored piece by piece by NER Construction, is again the
dazzling visual centerpiece of the Modem, which now houses a 197-stu
dent Suffolk University dorm as well as a 185-seat jewel box of a theater.
“The dorm is completely separate: It’s like two shoeboxes, one on
top of the other,” says Gordon King, Suffolk’s senior director of facili
ties planning and management, who oversaw the restoration from its
inception in 2007, when the University’s plan was approved by the
Boston Redevelopment Authority. “It was a challenging project, and we
could not be happier with the way [it] turned out.”
The state-of-the-art building was designed by CBT Architects of
Boston, the firm whose portfolio includes projects ranging from the
restoration of the iconic John Adams Courthouse near Government
Center to the celebrated new Art of the Americas Wing at Boston’s
Museum of Fine Arts. In keeping with the University’s commitment to
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1. The Mcdem Theatre in its early years 2. The Modem with its original entrance
3. A vintage postcard of lower Washington Street in Boston,
featuring the Modern Theatre's original marquee 4. The Mayflower Theatre,
formerly the Modern Theatre B. Modem Theatre movie tickets 6. Sheet music
for the song "Meet Me Ibnight at the Modem, Marie"
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environmental sustainability, the Modem has achieved certification in
LEED, or Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design.
Alter a $42 million renovation that included the entire theater plus
the 10-story dormitory, the fa9ade is the only remnant of the original
stmcture. Following restorations of the Paramount Center and the
Boston Opera House, the Modem is the final gem in the resurrection
that has restored the glitter and glamour of lower Washington Street.
Sarah Kelly, executive director of the Boston Preservation Alliance
(BPA), recalls a 1996 meeting with Boston Mayor Tom Menino, BPA,
and the National TVust for Historic Preservation to discuss what should
he done with the stretch of Washington Street that now includes the
renovated Modern.
“We knew these theaters were all highly significant, represented very
important architectural elements, and had a deep significance to that
neighborhood. We wanted to start to create visions for that area and
decide what would he realistic,” she says. “It’s taken a long time, but it’s
remarkable that we’re finally at a place where all three theaters have
been restored. The completion of the Modem really marks the culmi
nation of this journey that we’ve been on for a couple of decades.”
Marilyn Plotkins, chair and artistic director of Suffolk’s theatre de
partment, says the new Modem’s impact on the University “cannot be
overstated.”
“Being part of the revitalization ofWashington Street and the Theater
District in Boston is huge. We can now present ourselves to the greater
public with an extraordinarily high profile in this extraordinary area,”
she says. “Additionally, you can never have enough performance space.
We just so happen to have a really beautiful and historic one.”
Part of that beauty comes from the Modern’s interior, which is also
a nod to the theater’s past. Its walls are adorned with murals by Tony
Award-winning scenic designer John Lee Beatty, whom Plotkins
brought onto the project. Inspired by the colors and themes from the
original theater’s curtain, the design includes the University’s name as
well as pillars mimicking the theater’s facade.

«1913: Businessman George R White
purchases a former carpet warehouse on
Washington Street, intent on turning the
building into a movie theater

• 1928: Boasting the city's first movie sound
system, the Modern gives A1 Jolson’s seminaJ
’talkie, " The Jazz Singer, its Boston debut.
The theater later becomes the first in the nation
to introduce the double feature

V-

1900

1910

1920

» 1914: With much fanfare, the
Modem Theatre opens June 25; its
first film is The OnJy Son. and the
Boston Herald declares it ’the most
elaborate and cosUy theater of its
size in New England”

1930

1940

1950

I 1949: Unable to compete with
theaters showing Hollywood's
larger scale films - its screen was
too small - the Modem becomes
the Mayflower Theatre, showing
second-run movies

m
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7. Worker Jesse Carrrara of NER Construction Management scales toward the highest
point of the Modern's fagade, in July 2010 8. Prior to construction, surveyors viewed
the cleared site where the Modern Theatre again stands 9. Joe Pacheco and Pat
Maroney of NER Construction Management lower the marble name plate of the
Modern’s restored fagade back into place 10. Gordon King, Suffolk's senior director
of facilities planning and management, and Ebzabeth Leary, the University's manager
of government and community affairs, observe the project's progress with CRT
architect Adrian LeBuffe in June 2010 11. Reviewing a computer model of the
Modem's projected renovation at Suffolk Constmotion's Boston headquarters in
July 2009 12. The Modern's "skeleton," the building's steel stmcture, begins to
take shape in September 2009
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Beatty created the designs, blew them up on a computer, transferred
the images to fabric, and hand-painted them. The overpainting contin
ued even after the murals were installed. A large swath of the original
curtain, an angel scrim, has been preserved, and is displayed near the
theater entrance.
On a once-dormant block now abuzz with nightlife and cultural ac
tivities, the Modem stands apart. It’s the smallest of the three restored
Washington Street theaters, and its size makes the space more intimate,
minimizing the separation between audience and stage. Its inaugural
programming will focus on three distinct areas: performance, cinema,
and conversation. Already, the theater has hosted such artists as trum
pet virtuoso Arturo Sandoval and dancer/choreographer Jose Barrios.
Upcoming appearances include National Book Award-winning author
Maxine Hong Kingston, comedian/author Lewis Black, and Academy
Award-winning actor F. Murray Abraham.
“An article in 1914 described the Modem as the most elegant state-ofthe art theater of its size,” Plotkins says of the original 800-seat space.
“Looking at the Modern today, I can say we still are.”
The photos on these pages detail the miraculous rebirth of the
Modem Theatre, both an homage to Boston’s past and present and a
totem of Suffolk’s ever-evolving future. ®

11967: Ab the Mayflower, the former
Modern Theaue, begins showing
"adult" Aims as the surrounding
neighborhood declines Into a haven of
crime and prostitution known as the
“Combat Zone"
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1970

• 1995: Despite its
deteriorating state, the
Modem is designated
a Boston landmark

> 1979: The Modern is
added to the National
Register of Historic Places

2008: Suffolk University
puichasee the Modem
* 2010; The Modem Theatre reopens

1980

2020

1990
• 1981; The Modem close
and ialis into disiepatt

• 1978: Changing its name
back to the Modem, the
theater is temporarily
resunected as a venue for
concerts and plays.

2009: Construction
begins, including a
plece-by-piece removal
and restoration of the
theater's original fagade
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13. A painter does some patch-up work in the Modern's lobby in September 2010 14. Workers lower the Modern's crowning flnial onto the fagade's apex
15. Award-winning scenic designer John Lee Beatty applies finishing touches and textures to his murals adorning the theater's interior 16. The Modern as it looks today
on the revitalized lower Washington Street 17. A portion of the Modem's original curtain, an angel scrim, preserved and displayed in the hall leading to the theater
18. View from the stage, looking into the audience 19. A view from the balcony, looking down on the renovated Modern Theatre
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For Jennifer Chute BS '06 the scene nf

■
‘•’e crime is under the lens

ith her purple-Latex-gloved hands, Jennifer

W

Chute BS '06 removes a cotton swab from
a small white box and examines a spot, no
larger than a baby's fingernail, covering the
tip. Rusty in color, it looks like dried blood and,

one might guess, probably is dried blood, since it's part of the

dence collected at the scene of a "B&E"—breaking and entering—

at a Boston-area university last fall. Yet, for Chute, a criminalist with
the Boston Police Department's Crime Laboratory Unit, there's no
room for guessing. There is only the scientific certainty of forensics.
BY RENEE GRAHAM • PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS CHURCHILL

ntil we can determine
through testing what
that stain is, it’s officially
a ‘reddish brown stain,’
or ‘RBS’,” s^s Chute,
using the official
parlance.
She takes a second sterile cotton swab, squirts
it with water for added absorption, then rubs
the tip against the stained swab long enough
to get some of the residue on the clean swab.
Chute then applies a few drops of phenolphthalein, a chemical compound that reacts
to the iron in blood, as well as hydrogen per
oxide, which acts as a catalyst to speed up
the test results. Within seconds, the tip turns
from dull brown to vivid pink, allowing for a
preliminary identification of the substance as
blood.
“They show this on CSI all the time,” Chute
says with a laugh, referring to the popular
CBS erime drama franchise about criminalists
at work. Of course, as Chute knows, CSI rep
resents the realities of forensic science about
as much as Dancing with the Stars resembles
a professional ballroom dancing competition.
Since graduating from Suffolk ivith a degree
in biochemistry, she’s been a member of the
BPD’s crime lab unit, three of those years as
a criminalist.
“Growing up, I always liked murder myster
ies and crime stories and figuring stuff out,”
says Chute, 26. “I always tell the story—I don’t
know how old I was, but it was around the
time when I stopped believing in the Tooth
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Fairy. I wrote a note to the Tooth Fairy and
put it under my pillow. Earlier in the day I had
taken a handwriting sample from my mom,
but I made her answer the same questions [as
on the note to the Tooth Fairy], so I think she
got a little suspicious and had my dad answer
the note. I was that kid.”
That kid, who grew up as a self-described
science “dork” in Everett, Massachusetts, a
city north of Boston, is now analyzing evi
dence in a variety of cases from hit-and-run
accidents to murders, always with a scrutiniz
ing eye toward adhering to the exacting sci
ence of solving crimes.
“She’s a person who is not afraid to ask
questions, and that’s one of the things I liked
about Jennifer as a student,” says Donald R.
Hayes Jr. BS ’80, director of the BPD’s Crime
Laboratory Unit. A Suffolk adjunct professor,
Hayes first met Chute when she was enrolled
in his Introduction to Forensic Science class.
Chute came to Suffolk as a chemistry major.
She’d always loved science, and as she ad
mits, “I was good at it.” Her parents are not
scientists—her father is a mechanic and her
mother works as a property administrator at
MIT—but they encouraged their daughter’s
interest in the subject. Asked why she became

a forensic scientist, Chute says, “Probably the
same thing that drives everyone—too much
TV.” Growing up, she loved the show Crossing
Jordan, an NBC crime drama about a Boston
medical examiner. For a while. Chute enter
tained thoughts of becoming an ME, until she
realized just how much additional schooling
the field required. At Suffolk, when she dis
covered there was a forensic concentration in
biochemistry, she switched her major.
“I knew I wanted to do science, and I was in
terested in the investigative side as well,” she
says. “I thought of the possibility of becoming
a detective or an FBI agent—I thought the
FBI would be a really cool place to work—but
I enjoyed the science side of it more, which is
why I decided on forensic science instead of
law enforcement.”

all business
On a recent morning, 30 minutes into her
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. shift at BPD’s for
midable headquarters in the city’s Roxbury
neighborhood. Chute already has the sleeves
of her white shirt rolled up. Save for a photo
of Chute with her two younger brothers, her
work area is all business, with overhead book
cases filled with an array of white binders fea
turing such titles as “Basic Bloodstain Pattern
Analysis” and “Shooting Reconstruction
Course: Forensic Pieces.” Her third-floor desk
is in a mini-maze of cubicles, as quiet and
unassuming as an insurance office, except for
items like the two stickers on a nearby refrig
erator with the same warning:
FOOD ONLY
No Blood
No Specimen
In a building filled with refrigerators and
fireezers containing such evidence as sexual
assault kits and blood samples, it’s a helpful,
if morbid, reminder.
Chute is a criminalist, not a criminologist.
The latter professional deals with the psychol
ogy of crime, not forensic science. Criminalist
is the title in Boston, whereas other cities pre-

CD TEST TUBES STORING SAMPLES; (R) BAG CONTAINING EVIDENCE FROM A CRIME SCENE;
(TOP) ILLUSTRATION OF BULLET HOLES FOR A GUN SHOT VICTIM
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fer the term forensic scientist. This morning,
Chute is completing a report detailing her
forensic analysis of a recent case, and jokes
about how “there’s a lot more paperwork
than I expected” as a criminalist. Yet
that paperwork is vital for officers and
detectives, who collect evidence but
rely on criminalists to reach solid,
scientific conclusions about the
items and their relationship to
a given case. And so it is with
that reddish brown stain found
at the university campus B&E.
Chute’s preliminary testing
identified it as blood, but her
work isn’t done. She conducts
a second test with a small con
’
traption that looks like a home
pregnancy kit to distinguish
whether the blood belongs to a
human or an animal. When two lines
are visible, Chute records the blood as
human.
Much of her day is spent in the brightly
lit serology lab, where criminalists work
in relative quiet, save for the low hum of a
nearby radio churning out Top 40 banalities.
Outside the door, one is likely to find tem
porarily orphaned cups of coffee and tea or
bottles of water. By habit and necessity, no
one takes anything into the lab that might
contaminate evidence or corrupt test results.
When criminalists get to the serology
lab, they receive the evidence such as cloth
ing from the victim, clothing from the sus
pect, or a knife used in a case. “Sometimes
we get hats and shirts that were left behind
at breaking-and-enterings—people love to
leave their clothes behind,” Chute says. She
explains that some suspects wear multiple
layers that can be discarded so that cloth
ing descriptions given for someone leaving
a crime won’t match those of a person who
entered the scene.
“If they have a shirt, we’ll describe the gen
eral characteristics of it—the size, brand, any
wear or damage on the shirt—and then we’ll
look at any stains that could be biological like
reddish brown stains. Are there hairs and

You have to
know what you re
getting yourself into,
although I think a lot of
dds are kind of
desensitized. We have
them come in for tours
‘Oh
like,
re
andthey
that’s so cool
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fibers that need to be collected and sent to
the trace section? We document all that and
photograph them with our general descrip
tion,” Chute says. “Another thing we do is
swab the wearer’s DNA on areas of clothing
that have the most contact with the skin—hat
bands, the cuffs and collars on shirts. We’ve
even tried rings, pendants, shoes, sunglasses,
but we get the best luck with hats and cloth
ing. We’re actually getting skin cells which
contain DNA. We can swab that and send it
to the DNA section where they can create a
DNA profile and ultimately find out who it
belongs to.”

no speculation,
no assumptions
Of course, thanks to television shows like
CSI, many people erroneously believe they
know all there is to know about DNA, how
it is tested, and how quickly results can be
determined (inevitably, within the run of
an hour-long show minus commercials). So
prevalent is this way of thinking, it even has
a name in law enforcement circles: “The CSI
Effect.” The popularity of sueh shows "helps
and hinders" a deeper understanding of what
criminalists can - and can't - do, Chute says.
“We do testify in court on our findings, and
there is something called the ‘CSI Effect,’
where some of the people on the jury might
say, ‘Well, why didn’t you fingerprint the
grass?’ When we say, well, you can’t do that,
they’re like ‘Really?’” she says. “Sometimes
they think we’re magicians instead of sci
entists. It can be detrimental, so we’re just
very careful to explain the limitations of the
science as well as its positive aspects. At the
same time, [these shows] educate the crimi
nal, too. They think, ‘Well, this person did
that, so I gotta make sure I don’t do that next
time.’”
Chute first learned the difference between
the truth and TV when she began an intern
ship, a requirement for her degree, in the
latent fingerprints unit at the BPD crime lab.
Before spending time at the lab, she said, she
had “no idea what I was getting myself into.”

|0P (L) TESTING FOR BODILY FLUIDS TAKEN FROM A PIECE OF EVIDENCE; ( R) HANDGUN CHART; BOTTOM: SERIAL NUMBER RECOVERY LAB
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“I think a lot of kids who go into forensics
at first don’t realize what they’ll actually be
doing,” she says. “I think people think they’ll
he doing a lot more hard science like chemis
try and biology—which you can depending on
which field you’re in. But I feel like a lot of it is
more general, and there are a lot of things you
need to know.”
Dr. Doris Lewis, a Suffolk professor of
chemistry, is also the faculty advisor for the
University’s chapter of the American Chemical
Society, the nation’s leading professional or
ganization for chemists. She met Chute in the
group and also had her as a student in two
classes: Instrumental Analysis and a thenavailable course in chemical information and
scientific writing.
“I saw her develop as a student and a pro
fessional. I would say the high point was when
she presented her senior practicum work
where she had worked at the Boston police
laboratory very successfully,” Lewis says. “It’s
very satisfying for a teacher to see a student
who has come up through the classes and is
visibly making the transition to a science
professional.”
Lewis was thrilled when she was told that
Chute routinely used the term “reddish brown
stain” before testing later proved a stain to
be human blood. “If she were to say it was a
blood stain, it would mean she was making
assumptions about what the substance was
before testing it. That would not be applying
the scientific method. There’s no speculation
and no assumptions. These are the qualities
required for a forensic science professional.
People have to know that for those who work
there, it is a scientific laboratory. They have
to apply the scientific method in which you
perform experiments without prejudice as
to the outcome. You review the results and
report in perfect honesty what those results
are. Jennifer possesses these qualities or she
wouldn’t be making it there.”
Hayes, the crime lab director, recalls Chute
as “extremely capable and extremely bright,
but she was also a little shy—that was my
only concern about Jennifer. Certainly, in this
field we need to communicate with police ;
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officers, detectives, investigators, attorneys,
and also in the courtroom with a judge and a
jury. You can’t teach [students] not to be shy.”
Yet Hayes says he’s witnessed “a remarkable
change in Jennifer. She’s still a little shy but
she’s veiy confident in her abilities as a foren
sic scientist.”
When Chute graduated from Suffolk, Hayes
offered her a grant-funded crime lab position
as a forensic technologist, an entry-level job.
He was immediately impressed by her skills
and willingness to learn. “Her work product
was meticulous and she was an excellent stu
dent, and in the lab her work was exceptional.
She seemed to catch on to things very quickly
and understand what was important. Her
intellectual capacity, I thought, was perfect.”
Watching Chute develop over the years, Hayes
adds, “She’s not afraid to volunteer for proj
ects and take on extra initiatives, and that’s
one of her exceptional qualities. She wants to
do more and she wants to improve, and she’s
always looking for ways to improve the pro
cess as well.”

professionally vague
Even after four years in the crime lab. Chute is
always honing her knowledge of the many as
pects of forensic science which, with constant
technological advances, is ever-changing.
Chute spends more time in the lab these days
than on actual crime scenes since the Boston
PD now has a Crime Scene Response Unit
composed of police officers. Prior to the unit’s
formation, criminalists would routinely assist
with the collection and documentation of evi
dence, as well as photographing such things
as footprints or blood scene patterns. Asked
about her first crime scene. Chute hesitates—
not because the details are especially gory, but
because she doesn’t want to reveal facts about
a case that has yet to be “adjudicated,” or re
solved by a judicial proceeding. Accordingly,
she’s what could be called professionally
vague.
“It was in an apartment, and the body had
been there for at least a week, as I remember.
It was a man,” she says. “I was with two other

more experienced criminalists so they kind
of prepared me before I got there, to tell me
what to expect. In truth, it doesn’t really look
real. It’s pretty isolated because you don’t have
family members or witnesses. It’s just detec
tives and lab personnel which I think make
it a lot easier. On the first crime scene, I just
assisted. I watched how [veteran criminal
ists] met with the detectives and found out
the situation surrounding the incident, then
I observed how they took notes, made sketch
es [an overall blueprint of the crime scene
which can be used for later investigative re
creations], how they collected evidence, pack
aged it, and why they collected the evidence
they collected.”
The first dead body Chute saw was at the
medical examiner’s office: it was a child, an
experience she described as “a little difficult.”
Forensic science is not, to be sure, a career
for the squeamish. Chute says. “You need to
be comfortable with things that are kind of
gross. Going to crime scenes is a whole other
field, a whole other reality. Sometimes when
you go to see a body ... there are tons of bio
logical fluids you have to deal with. But a lot
of the evidence in the lab is gross, especially
victims’ clothing [a dying person will some
times lose control of their bodily functions].
You have to know what you’re getting yourself
into, although I think a lot of kids are kind of
desensitized. We have them come in for tours
and they’re like, “Oh, that’s so cool.”
As a criminalist. Chute is often spared the
more gruesome aspects of forensic science.
She deals more with the detritus of crimefibers, a stain invisible to the naked eye, an
old cap. Recently married to Patrick Sheehan
BS ’06, a chemist at the Broad Institute of
Harvard and MIT, Chute tries not to take the
job home with her, though it isn’t always easy,
she says.
“I think a lot of times when we’re just work
ing the evidence itself, it’s easy to leave it here.
It’s later on when you go to crime scenes or
see photographs or even sometimes hear
about your case on the news and disagree
with what’s being reported, that’s when you
start to take it home,” she says. “It’s also tough

when you’re testifying in court and you’re see
ing the victim’s family, and the defendant is
there. It’s really necessary to detach yourself
and remember you’re looking at the science
aspect of it.”
Having completed her preliminary tests on
the B&E evidence, Chute will, according to
department protocol, present her finished re
port to a second criminalist, who will analyze
her findings to make sure all procedures have
been properly followed and that the work
sheets, detailing the various tests, match.
Chute does the same for her fellow criminal
ists. Her work done. Chute reseals the evi
dence envelope, marking it with her initials
and the date. She quietly marvels that the kid
who grew up loving murder mysteries, the girl
who wanted to reveal the identity of the Tooth
Fairy, spends her days helping to solve crimes
and catch criminals.
“Some of my friends [with different careers]
just feel like they’re doing the same thing over
and over again, not getting anything out of
it, and not giving anything to someone else. I
like the variety of my day. In and of itself. I’m
doing the same thing, but every case is differ
ent,” she says. “I like that I feel like I’m doing
something positive. Whether I’m actually
helping somebody or not I don’t really know,
but I feel like I’m actually getting something
out of my job.” ©
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In helping her students
overcome their pasts,
Linda Samuels EMBA ’03
sees entrepreneurial skills
as the key to their future
BY BEVERLY FORD
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ETER IS DESCRIBING his proposal to open an executive
taxi service. Jose is considering a grass cutting and snow plowing
company. Roland wants to create an information technology and
software venture for churches and ministries. Few of the 16 men in
this library classroom have taken a college-level class before. Many
have no formal education in business theory or practice. Most hadn’t
even considered a career in the field. Yet what really sets these men
apart is not their lack of experience. It’s the background they all share.
Welcome to Pondville Correctional Center, a minimum security prison
in Norfolk, Massachusetts. The class. Passion to Profit, was designed for
convicts who hope to use their entrepreneurial skills to forge an honest
and perhaps profitable career once they are back on the street.
The instructor, Linda Samuels EMBA ’03, beams as the men discuss
business plans, mission statements, and financing options as if they
were in a company boardroom.
“When you think of your fears, just work right through them,” she tells
the men, all of whom will be leaving Pondville within months to start
their life anew. “When you get out of here, don’t let anything stop you.”
It’s the same mantra Samuels has repeated throughout her life, as her
own career has evolved from education to business to a hybrid of the
two that is all her own.

a turn
Nikki Descoteaux met Samuels in 1975 when they were both teach
ers at Dana Hall School in Wellesley, Massachusetts. A University
of Cincinnati graduate with a BA in biology (1969) and a Master’s of
Science in population genetics (1971), Samuels taught biology at the in
dependent girls’ prep school. Descoteaux was a foreign language teach
er and student counselor. They bonded over a shared love of teaching
and travel.
“It was a nice balance,” says Descoteaux of their complementary in
terests. Soon, the two friends were visiting exotic destinations from the
rainforests of Ecuador to the grasslands of Kenya.
Often they would stop at local schools, some little more than mudand-dung huts where lessons were drawn with a stick in the dirt floor.
During one visit, the pair brought pencils as gifts for the students,
only to realize the children had no notebooks to write in. Without
missing a beat, Samuels pulled a package of notepads from her bag
for the kids.
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The gesture was typical Samuels. Generous, concerned, always ready
to help.
“She finds ways to connect with people readily and easily,” says Diane
Ripstein, another friend. “She’s friendly, nonthreatening, and warm,
and people respond to that.”
Including her students.
During more than 25 years at Dana Hall, Samuels was named
Outstanding Biology Teacher in Massachusetts by the National
Association of Biology Teachers, a member of the Massachusetts Hall
of Fame for Science Educators, and a state finalist for the Presidential
Award for Excellence in Mathematics and Science Teaching.
In 1999, she wrote a book. Girls Can Succeed in Science!, based in
part on a unique curriculum she developed at Dana Hall that taught
students to understand biology through dance. It was one of many turn
ing points in Samuels’ life.
Another would occur in 2001 when she enrolled in the Executive
MBA program at Suffolk University. That decision was an epiphany for
Samuels, who chose Suffolk after hearing students rave about their ex
perience at the University’s Sawyer Business School.
“There was a great richness to the students and the teachers,” she re
calls. “I wouldn’t be doing any of the things I’m doing today if it wasn’t
for the EMBA from Suffolk.”
Yet even with her degree and teaching experience, Samuels struggled
to find a job.
“I had to reinvent my life,” she says, noting that the poor job prospects
she encountered after leaving teaching became the impetus to start her
first company. The Science of Learning Center, which offered training
for education and healthcare professionals.
By 2005, Samuels had established her second company, this one more
reflective of her Suffolk degree. Called Premier Capital by the Sea, it was
designed to provide strategic funding solutions to businesses.
It was her third venture in 2007, however, that foreshadowed her new
career and may be her most ambitious yet.

a i”'‘gling act
BillionaireBabies, an outgrowth of Samuels’
Science of Learning Center that teaches chil
dren entrepreneurial skills (see sidehar), is still
in the fledgling stage, hut she says it is already
attracting the interest of publishers and hopes
to take the class nationwide.
The ease with which Samuels seems to rein
vent herself often amazes those closest to her.
“She’s not afraid of new ideas. In fact, she
embraces them,” Ripstein says, explaining
how Samuels became so infatuated with a ma
chine that claimed to enhance memory that
she bought one for her students. Soon she was
studying Korean protocol for a dinner meeting
she arranged with the machine’s South Korean
manufacturers.
“She remains curious about the world, al
ways interested in new products, new ideas,
new businesses,” Ripstein adds. “She’s the type
of person who’s not afraid to have a lot of plates
in the air.”
Samuels keeps all those plates spinning
through a mix of high-tech communications
and outsourcing.
Yet if it wasn’t for the mentors she’s found
along the way—from a seventh-grade teacher
who sparked her interest in science to Virgin
Atlantic Airlines founder Sir Richard Branson—
Samuels often wonders what would have hap
pened to that quiet girl from Mansfield, Ohio.
One of three siblings, Samuels grew up as the
only daughter of a stay-at-home mother who
loved biology and a radiologist father who was
often paid in pies, cakes, or corn by the farmers he treated.
“I learned my work ethic and how to treat people from my father,” she
says, recalling her strong Midwestern values. “My mother loved people
and she also loved animals, plants, and wildlife. I got my love for biology
and people from her.”
It was a chance encounter with Branson, however, that set her career
on a different course.
“He’s the ultimate entrepreneur and my role model,” says Samuels, who
met Branson through a personal development trainer who invited her
to Branson’s home on an island in the Caribbean. She said Branson was
supportive and encouraging when she told him of her BillionaireBabies
project. The pair still correspond, but it was his early advice to “make
sure you always give back” that inspired her career track.

a clean slate
A chance encounter of another type sparked Samuels’ idea for the
Passion to Profit class. While pitching her BillionaireBabies program
at a vendor show held at a correctional facility, she was approached by
Michael Thompson, the superintendent at Pondville.
“This would be great for inmates,” Thompson told her, only half-jokingly, Samuels recalls.
Her interest was piqued, yet she was initially apprehensive. For the
first class, she asked an officer to sit in. Her fears were quickly allayed.
“They couldn’t have been more respectful,” she says of her students,
all of whom live in a dormitory setting in a prison with no bars and only
minimal restrictions. “They thanked me each time for volunteering.”
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Yet it was something more than Richard Branson’s advice that made
Samuels agree to teach a group of convicts.
“I’ve had to reinvent myself and these men should have the oppor
tunity to reinvent themselves too,” says Samuels. “As far as I was con
cerned, they started with a clean slate.” (To protect their privacy, none
of the men were allowed to reveal their last name or discuss their prior
convictions for this article.)
Despite support hy prison officials, red tape—and reams of paper
work-held up the class for nearly a year. When finally approved, 88
of the 200 inmates at Pondville applied for the class. Only 16 deemed
most promising were chosen. Prison officials designated the library as
a classroom and scheduled an hour each Friday morning for lectures.
Soon, Samuels was searching for teaching material that would elevate
her volunteer venture to the collegiate level. For reading, she selected
Good to Great by Jim Collins, which she calls “my philosophy book
about being a great leader but also about being the best person you can
be.” A second book, Your First Business Plan by Brian Hazelgren and
Joseph Covello, served as the classroom text.
With just two books and a focused approach, Samuels began.
Discussions on naming, managing, and promoting a business helped
i fuel students’ flights of fancy. Lectures on taxes and legal obligations
brought them back down to earth. After four sessions, students put to
' gether business plans. By the end of the course, it was clear the sessions
i had made a lasting impact.
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IVe had to reinvent
myself and these men
should have the
opportunity to
reinvent themselves
too. As far as I was
concerned, they started
with a clean slate.
“This class is going to turn ex-convicts into entrepreneurs,” says
SurPaul, 30, a touch of confidence in his voice. “After taking this course,
I know there is some way to make it happen.”
Abdul sounds equally optimistic. Though he owned three successful
elothing stores before landing in jail, this time he actually has a business
plan, a mission statement, and a better sense of himself as a manager.

What s the Big Idea?
BILLIONAIREBABIES FOUNDER HELPS KIDS
THINK ENTREPRENEURIALLY
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our years ago, Stephen Aveling-Rowe launched his first commercial venture after his mother heard BillionaireBabies
founder Linda Samuels speak. Merilyn Aveling-Rowe cooked
up several batches of homemade marmalade for the labels

j,

her 8-year-old son designed before realizing he needed to run
a business on his own. So the talented young organist and cel

2

list turned to his other passion—music—and produced a compact disc of
Christmas music that he markets online. The CD has already raised thou
sands of dollars for Stephen's favorite charity, a school for blind children
in India.
A third venture is now in the concept phase.
"I've got a new goal, new excitement," says the Australian entrepreneur,
now 12, adding that Samuels' BillionaireBabies program has taught him to
act on his ideas, "not just let them sit in your brain."
According to Samuels, helping kids like Stephen develop a business idea
is easy. The hard part is getting them to realize that they have to start
planning long before setting up shop. She uses brainstorming sessions to
help kids formulate and refine workable business ideas and gets them to
think in problem-solving ways that helps them overcome obstacles. The
results are skills that can be used the rest of their lives, whether they
enter the business world or some other profession.
"It's not really about getting rich at this stage. It's about learning the con
cept of running a business," Samuels explains. Students in the program,
which is open to anyone aged 3 to 23, are taught to reinvest a portion of
their profits back into their company and split the remainder between
savings and charity. The course, which is offered in classroom, online, and
private settings, often gets parents interested in entrepreneurship, too.
"My goal is to bring BillionaireBabies into school after school in the state
of Massachusetts first, then to the country, then to the world," Samuels
explains.
So far, she's produced a do-it-yourself information packet along with
a CD, available on the internet, and has been meeting with investors in
terested in helping her expand her BillionaireBabies brand. She networks
tirelessly and promotes her concept relentlessly at trade shows.
"Some kids don't make a lot of money, but they've learned how to start
a business, how to be confident, how to deal with people, and the most
important skill of all—self-esteem," she says of the program.
And if persistence is part of the lesson, Samuels can speak from ex
perience. She estimates that her daily phone calls and meetings reap a
reward just l out of 10 times, yet she remains undaunted.
"This isn't rocket science," she says with a grin. "It's just hard work." -B.F.

“I didn’t think I would get anything out of this class but
I started seeing all the mistakes I was making,” says the
46-year-old inmate. “It opened my eyes to a lot of things.
I wasn’t a planner. But now I feel I can go out and hit the
ground running.”
“We’re all about preparing these guys to return to the com
munity,” Thompson said hopefully as he watched Samuels
hand out certificates of completion at the final class. “When
they are successful, they don’t reoffend.”
Samuels shares his goal.
“It’s hard enough to get a job. Now can you imagine being
incarcerated?” she says. “Starting a business gives them a way
to move ahead.”
It could be some time before Thompson and Samuels actu
ally know whether the class 'will turn con-victs into entrepre
neurs. Tracking inmates once they leave state custody will be
difficult, since they have no obligation to report back to prison
officials. Still, the superintendent and teacher are hoping pro
gram graduates will respond to surveys that will shape future
course offerings.
Yet the end of class doesn’t mean Samuels’ stint as a pris
on volunteer is over. She’s currently working with Michael
Barretti, the Director of the Institute for Executive Education
and Life-Long Learning at Sawyer Business School, to develop
a program that will grant college credit to inmates who take
the course.
“She’s extremely creative, very entrepreneurial, and dedicat
ed. I don’t think the words ‘can’t do’ are in her lexicon,” Barretti
says of Samuels, an adjunct professor at the Business School
since 2005. He recalls his former student as so dedicated that
she corresponded with her own students via e-mail from her
son’s wedding in Germany. (The 60-year-old Samuels also has
an adult daughter and two granddaughters.)
“She’s very positive and brings a great amount of energy into
the classroom and to her teaching,” adds Kristin Pollito, di
rector of the Suffolk Executive MBA Program, where Samuels
works as an ad'visor on the program’s experiential research
project, a course requirement for graduating Executive MBA
students.
During all the weeks she spent with them in the classroom,
Samuels never inquired about her students’ criminal histories.
Perhaps it was because she believes “they are like any other
motivated college student.” Or maybe this woman who is all
about reinvention simply knows firsthand the possibilities
presented in a new beginning. When she advises, “There’s I
nothing to stop you except for your own self,” she could be
talking to anyone—or simply reminding herself ©
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The welfare
of animals has
always been
the agenda for
Kara Holmquist JD '01.
Can she put some
teeth into laws to
protect them?

BY MICHAEL BLANDING

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BLAKE FITCH

he Conibear trap looks like something out of a medieval torture catalog: two square metal jaws flanked on
either side by tangled-looking springs. When a "target animal" brushes by a hair trigger, the trap slams shut
with 90 pounds of pressure focused on breaking its back. Problem is, that doesn't always happen. And even though the
traps are designed to catch beavers and muskrats, a quick search on the internet reveals dozens of pictures of pet dogs
and cats caught instead, often bloodied and pained.
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CCIDENTS LIKE THOSE LED
MASSACHUSETTS CITIZENS TO
BAN SUCH BODY-GRIPPING TRAPS.
But if there is one thing that Kara Holmquist
JD ’01 has learned in her years of lobbying for
animal protection as advocacy director for the
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (MSPCA), it’s that laws are
always subject to change. After all, she was part
of the successful effort to pass a ballot question
to ban such traps in 1996. “I have vivid memo
ries of celebrating,” she says. “It was my naivete
at the time thinking I could go home and work
on something else, but it was the beginning,
not the end.” A new attempt to weaken the law
has brought her back to the Massachusetts
State House this fall to meet with legislators to
raise awareness of the issue.
“I kind of wish I brought the actual trap,” she
frets, as she strides through the marble halls.
But she’s reasonably sure that Ken Donnelly,
a state senator from Arlington who supported
a ban on dog racing a few years ago, will be
sympathetic. She also has a secret weapon:
the senator’s legislative aide has volunteered
with the MSPCA and adopted a dog from a
shelter. “You have an unpaid lobbyist in the of
fice,” jokes Donnelly, referring to his aide as he
ushers Holmquist into his office. “If I get out of
line somewhere, she has that picture of the dog.
Talk about having a conscience.”
Bolstered by his supportive tone, Holmquist
lays out the problem. By law, she explains,
Conibear and other body-gripping traps can be
used when there is a pressing health or safety
concern, such as a road flooded by a beaver
dam. But there is a limit to the number of
times a municipality can use it before moving
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on to a more humane solution, such as a wa
ter-flow device to divert water around a dam.
Just three days before the formal legislative
session ended last July, however, the House of
Representatives passed a bill removing those
limits—essentially gutting the bill by allowing
towns to use Conibear traps as much as they
want. Now the only hope of animal advocates
is that the Senate will decline to pass the bill.
“It’s probably unlikely that it’s going to get
to us this session,” Donnelly says, answering
her unspoken question. “That’s good, because
we don’t like it,” replies Holmquist with smile.
But that assurance is not quite good enough;
after all, the bill wasn’t supposed to get out of
the House, either. Without contradicting him,
she gently presses the senator for another few
minutes, reiterating the importance of the bill,
until he volunteers to call the Senate president
to ensure it’s not introduced.
Having achieved her goal, Holmquist vis
ibly relaxes—with one more legislator she can
apparently count on to speak on behalf of con
stituents who lack a voice of their own. In con
trast to the image of an animal rights advocate
as someone who throws fake blood on fur coats
or stages midnight raids to free lab animals,
Holmquist, in her quiet way, has probably done
more than anyone in the state to protect ani
mals from cruelty and exploitation. And she’s
done it with a disarming persuasiveness that
has made her both respected and successful.
“She is very collegial in nature and under
stands there are limits, but she definitely has
tenacity and persistence,” says Elissa Flynn-

Poppey JD ’00, an attorney who serves on the
MSPCAi advisory board and saw Holmquist’s
work firsthand as a deputy counsel to former
Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney. “Of all
the issues that may be up at the State House,
animal rights are not often the forerunner in
people’s minds, but she has been very effective
in making them heard.” Oftentimes that’s as
much through compromise as through strength
of resolve. “She has been able to bring differ
ent viewpoints to the table and achieve con
sensus and produce a bill that is supported by
many, many people,” says Representative Sean
Garballey, like Donnelly from Arlington, about
a controversial revamp of the animal control
laws set to be passed this year. “She is very pas
sionate about what she does,” says Garballey,
who is currently pursuing a master’s degree in
ethics and public policy at Suffolk, “but she also
wants to get something accomplished.”

“Where I Wanted to Be”
Like many animal advocates, Holmquist be
came an animal lover at an early age. “I was
the kid who hounded her parents—no pun in
tended—for a dog,” she says. When she was 5,
her parents adopted a stray they named Banjo
who became her constant companion for the
next 15 years. “I spent my childhood with him,”
she says. “He is just in every picture.” As she got
older, she rode her bike each week to work at
a local animal shelter. “She got the job on her
own,” recalls her mother, Jan Holmquist. “Most
young people left after a few months of walk
ing dogs and cleaning up poop; Kara lasted two
years.” One Christmas day, the whole family
went over to help her get her work done more
quickly. “It was apparent animals would be a
big part of her life,” she says.
Holmquist majored in legal studies at the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst, but
it wasn’t until she started volunteering at the
MSPCA’s Angell Animal Medical Center after
college that she considered devoting herself to
animals as a career. “I walked in the building
40
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LIBERTY FOR ALL CREATURES
GREAT AND SMALL
he term “animal rights" may conjure up images of militant vegans and
naked PETA protesters, but the issues of how we interact with our non
human brethren under law is much more complex than simple stereo
types. “You tell people you work at animal protection, and they nod their
heads and say absolutely," says Paul Waldau, who will be teaching a course on
animal law at Suffolk this spring. “But you say animal rights, and they look at you
like you are Osama bin Laden."
At the root of the issue is a dichotomy in our legal system wherein for thousands
of years animals have been treated as property, no different than a stereo or a car.
At the same time, however, most religious teachings have urged us to protect and
care for all living creatures. “It's an extreme tension between our religious system
that says to treat all animals with respect and compassion, and our legal system
that has been extremely harsh on some animals, particularly food animals," says
Waldau, who has both a law degree from Stanford and a PhD in ethics from Oxford.
The legal profession has traditionally been very human-centered, but many
law students have applied the critical thinking skills they’ve learned in class to
ask why law should only pertain to Homo sapiens. Of the 200 law schools in the
country, 130 now have an animal law class, a tenfold increase in the past 10 years.
Waldau taught the course for the first time at Sirffolk in 2005, in response to lobby
ing by the University's student chapter of the Animal Defense League.
Real estate attorney Brian LaManna JD '03 originally founded the chapter out
of an interest in pets, but quickly moved to advocating for farm animals. “It re
ally bothers me the self-denial we have about animals—'I love my dog, but I love
bacon,”’ he says. “When you finally put two and two together, a dog is the same
as a pig." Since graduation, he has done pro bono work for farm animal advocacy
organizations attempting to sue factory farms over living conditions for animals.
Even so, LaMarma says he’s "not a protest guy," preferring the courtroom over
taking to the street or just educating people one-on-one in the lunchroom. “People
assume I camp and don't shower," he quips. “It surprises them to know I am a fa
ther raising a vegan daughter, I am an attorney, I hold a lot of conservative views."
In fact, the debate over animal rights rages even within the animal law com
munity. Some advocates push for a sort of “animal bill of rights” similar to the one
we enjoy as humans. Others are more practical, focusing on securing protections
without inherent rights. Grappling with questions like these makes animal law
deeply educational, whether or not students go on to become animal advocates,
“When you teach animal law," says Waldau, “you teach people how to break down
barriers and open their minds up."

and there were all these animal posters and it
was just like, this was right,” she says. “I just
knew this was where I wanted to be.” She start
ed out filing and doing data entry, but jumped
at a job doing public policy work, which she’s
continued for 15 years. Over time, she’s worked
on a range of issues irom animal cruelty and
animal control statutes to domestic violence,
greyhound racing, and spaying and neutering.
One of her very first projects was the anti
trapping ballot initiative, for which the orga
nization took an office on Temple Place across
from the old Suffolk Law School building. It
was a heady experience for the young advocate,
who spent her days working the phones and
designing educational campaigns for the initia
tive. “It was exciting, because there is a ballot
and people vote; it’s not like these legislative
efforts that can last a long time,” Holmquist
recalls. She was elated when the initiative
passed by 64 percent.
As Holmquist gained experience at the
MSPCA, however, she found herself looking
longingly at the law school students she saw out
her window on their way to class. “I wanted to
he one of them,” she says. The following year,
she enrolled in a night law school program.
Holmquist found that she could often apply
what she learned through her coursework to
her dayjoh. For a public policy class, sbe worked
on developing a bill to require defendants in
animal abuse cases to pay for the animal’s care
while awaiting trial—both as a way to provide
for the animal and to create an incentive to
speed the trial. The class provided input from
her professor and fellow students that enabled
Holmquist to wrestle with legal language con
cerning issues like due process. The bill eventu
ally passed. “I was like, ‘This is my paper. My bill
passed,’” jokes Holmquist. “‘Can I get an A?”’
Other classes helped indirectly in her future
career by giving her the skills to navigate the
tangled legislative process. One that proved
indispensable was a legislative drafting class
taught by adjunct professor Lou Rizoli JD ’75,

longtime head lawyer for the Massachusetts
House of Representatives. “I use things I
learned in that class every day,” Holmquist says.
“What I know about the legislative process was
formed both through experience and through
what I learned in that class—and sometimes it’s
hard to distinguish the two.”

A Complex Area
Animal law isn’t a separate branch of jurispru
dence as much as it is a patchwork drawn Irom
various other branches of the field—property
law, constitutional law, trusts, and estates—to
cover nonhumans (see sidebar).
“It’s a complex area,” Holmquist says.
“Animals are not a TV set or a piece of property
like that, but they are also not people. It’s hard
to figure out where they fit in.” One recent piece
of legislation that she helped pass, for example,
corrected a contradiction in the existing law
under which it was a felony to abuse another
person’s animal, but only a misdemeanor to
abuse one’s own—a throwback to the concep
tion of animals as “property.” (The legal reason
ing had been that it’s less of a crime to damage
one’s ovni property than someone else’s.) Since
its enactment, Holmquist says, she’s heard di
rectly from animal control officers that the law
has helped them prosecute cases of cruelty that
would otherwise have gone unpunished.
To promote her agenda among the 8,000 bills
filed in Massachusetts each year, Holmquist
has learned it’s important to illustrate legisla
tion with specific personal stories that will af
fect lawmakers on an emotional level. For the
animal cruelty bill, for instance, she showed
legislators videos and pictures, including the

"OF ALL THE
ISSUES THAT
MAYBE
UP AT THE
STATE HOUSE,
ANIMAL RIGHTS
ARE NOT
OFTEN THE
FORERUNNER
IN PEOPLE'S
MINDS, BUT SHE
HAS BEEN VERY
EFFECTIVE IN
MAKING THEM
HEARD.'
##

ELISSA FLYNN-POPPEY JD '00
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"ANIMALS ARE
NOT A TV SET
OR A PIECE OF
PROPERTY LIKE
THAT, BUT THEY
ARE ALSO NOT
PEOPLE.
IT'S HARD
TO FIGURE OUT
WHERE THEY
FIT IN."
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Stomach-churning security camera footage of
a man bludgeoning his girlfriend’s rabbits to
death with a shovel. She winces even talking
about that image, saying she’s seen enough sim
ilar pictures and videos to last her a lifetime.

Just as important, Holmquist says, is pre
senting the hard data to show the issue is a sig
nificant trend. When the MSPCA took on the
greyhound racing issue, it had trouble achiev
ing success until the racing commission’s rules
were changed to allow the association access to
records to show how many dogs were injured
by the sport. In another instance, to pass a bill
requiring that a bittering agent be added to
antifreeze to prevent accidental animal poison
ing, the association surveyed veterinarians for
data on how many animals had been treated
for poisoning after drinking the sweet liquid.
Since the MSPCA has a system of animal shel
ters throughout the state as well as its own law
enforcement wing to enforce animal cruelty
statutes, the organization is in a unique posi
tion to gather both data and stories to press its
points. “We have this practical knowledge that
can really give us a powerful base to advocate
for these changes,” says Holmquist. “We are not
just saying this is a problem that should be ad
dressed, we are seeing it.”
Much more than just a place to work, the
MSPCA is the huh around which Holmquist’s
life revolves. She met her husband, emergency
care veterinarian Kiko Bracker, at Angell in
2003 and the two were married two years later.
Now they commute together from Roslindale,
a Boston neighborhood, dropping off their
2-year-old daughter. Story, at a daycare around
the eomer. Holmquist’s career working ivith

animals also inspired her mother, who now
works at the MSCPA as assistant to the presi
dent and has a foster room for cats in her home.
And the family adopted a new dog from an
MSPCA shelter, a golden retriever-Irish setter
mix named Finley. Oftentimes in the evenings,
the whole family—including Finley—can be
found on a sectional couch in the living room,
everyone jockeying for the best spot.
Despite the demands of parenting and
working as a full-time lobbyist, Holmquist
finds the time to volunteer for several animalrelated causes. Through her work with the
Massachusetts Animal Coalition, for example,
she spearheaded a program to create a state
license plate to raise money for spaying and
neutering; currently the state sells 130,000 of
them a year. “She is really this go-to person,”
says Sarah Luick JD ’77, an administrative law
judge who serves on the board of the coalition.
“You always need someone who says T’ll do it,’
and she’s that kind of person.”
Her most recent efforts to push the boundar
ies of animal law include a bill that would allow
animal owners to set up trusts to provide for
their pets after the owner’s death, something
all but 12 states currently permit. Another bill
is geared toward pet owners who are victims
of domestic violence, and who refuse to leave
an abusive situation because they fear the pet
would be harmed by their abuser. The bill
would allow these victims to add pets to their
temporary restraining orders. Both pieces of
legislation highlight just how far we’ve come in
thinking of pets as members of our family.
The challenge for Holmquist is to tap into
the strength of this connection—to take the
eompassion people feel for their pets and ex
tend it to the greyhound at the racetrack or
the beaver damming up the local stream. “We
want people to take that nurturing, that fnendship, and that bond, and get them to care about
all animals,” she says. “Whether we share our
homes with them or not, they still suffer and
deserve our protections.” @

IT Mnie Capsule"

campus in '77
O Assistant Director of Athletics and
men's assistant basketball coach James
Edward Nelson named head basketball
coach. Coach Nelson, who began his
Suffolk career in 1966, has been Director
of Athletics since 1975
O "Legal Briefs," a radio series for laypeople sponsored by Suffolk university Law
School students. Is expanded to a weekly
half-hour on WBZ-FM (former Group W/
Westinghouse station)
O Speakers on campus; Governor Michael
S. Dukakis, the late longtime Boston Globe
journalist/columnist Alan Lupo
© College of Business Administration
celebrates its 40th anniversary

campus in '77
Q1977 babies: Randy Moss, Shakira,
Kanye West, Sarah Micheile Cellar, Elizabeth
Hasselbeck, and Tom Brady
O The world's first personal computer, the
Commodore PET, debuts in Chicago; Apple
Computer, Inc. is incorporated
Q The iconic mini-series Roots appears on

!2

i

What’s up, Spock?

ABC-TV

Parents, professors, students, and a six-week-old baby were among the audience
for iconic pediatrician Dr. Benjamin Spock who visited Suffolk to discuss "Child Rearing:
Yesterday and Today." Spock's 1946 book Baby and Child Care is one of the all-time big
gest best sellers.

an eerie monster

© Dover, MA residents report sightings of

Q Spain holds its first democratic election
In 41 years
©StarWare is released
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Last book read: I reread The Illustrated Man by Ray
Bradbury. I love it, it's a great book.
Last CD heard: Mine byTayior Swift. I absoluteiy hate
country music, but I do love Taylor Swift.
Favorite "Only In Boston" experience: i went to
Opening Day at Fenway [in 2009] when they played the
[Tampa Bay] Rays, and they won. The atmosphere at Fenway
is incredible. I've been to baseball games in Chicago and
Miami, but at Fenway the atmosphere is just different than at
any other sporting event.
Where he would like to be in 2015: i want to get my
MBA With a concentration in marketing, so I'd love to be
working in marketing, preferably in the automotive field
because l am a car fanatic. If I could truly pick anything I want
to do I'd be working for BMW, Mercedes, Audi, or even Ford.
Role model: My grandmother, who just turned 83. She's
the most positive person on the face of the planet.
Wisest words to live by: One of my favorite quotable
men, George S. Patton, said, "Success is how high you
bounce when you hit bottom."

1

L

His
It wasn't hard for Miami native Tomas Robaina '12 to make himself at home in Boston
BY RENEE graham
HEN HE WAS A HIGH SCHOOL sophomore at Helen Jesuit
Preparatory School in Miami, Tomas Robaina ’12 visited Boston to
attend a debate tournament. His first impression?
“I absolutely loved it here,” he recalls. “The city really had me at
‘hello.’”
Robaina was considering Suffolk and another Boston-area college.
What made him choose Suffolk was a meeting with Joe Walsh, a
Suffolk undergraduate admissions representative, who was visiting
with students at Robaina’s school.
“I spent two hours with him,” Robaina recalls. “He was very
personable, very friendly, a great guy. I applied to Suffolk, and never
even visited the school until orientation. And once I went through the
orientation process that summer, I knew would spend all four years
at Suffolk.”
Walsh was equally impressed with Robaina.
“He was so interesting to talk with, and he was so enthusiastic,” says
Walsh, who is the University’s admissions representative in Europe as
well as Florida.
He was struck by Robaina’s enthusiasm, inquisitive nature, and
easygoing personality. Walsh believed Robaina was exactly the kind
of student who could not only excel at Suffolk, but also would be an
asset to the University. His instincts were right on target. Now a
Sawyer Business School junior, Robaina, 20, is making his mark on the
University with his academic performance as well as his involvement
in an array of campus activities. He’s been an orientation leader for the
past two years helping new students get acclimated to the University, a
vice president of Suffolk GOP, and a senator in the Student Government
Association. Robaina has also been named to the Business School’s
Dean’s List, and was cited last year as an Outstanding Sophomore.
“It’s a lot to balance, but the most important thing is always putting
academics first because that’s what you’re paying to come to school
for,” says Robaina, who is majoring in marketing with a legal studies/
business law and ethics minor. “Clubs and activities are secondary, but
if you come to school and just go to class, you’ll be bored and you won’t
meet many people.”
Suffolk admissions has benefited from Robaina’s outgoing nature.

“Even now, once in a while I’ll see him and say, ‘Gee, Tom, I have
someone coming in from Florida or someone coming in from Belen,’
and he’ll immediately say, ‘I’ll take care of it. What do you need me to
do?’” Walsh says.
Since his freshman year, Robaina has been active with the Suffolk
GOP. This year, he anchored the club’s third annual care package drive
for troops serving in Afghanistan and Iraq. With collected money, they
purchased a variety of goods for the 181st Infantry, a Massachusettsbased National Guard unit. There will also be a donation to groups that
help families visit injured veterans overseas.
Robaina, who says his politics “lean right,” insists this drive isn’t
about partisanship or a particular stance on the wars.
“This isn’t about anyone’s feelings about the wars—there are
disagreements in our club about the wars,” he says. “These troops won’t
be home with their family and friends during the holiday season, so
we think it’s the nicest thing we can do. We’ve heard from students
who say, ‘I have a cousin serving overseas’ or a friend in the Marines.
Everyone seems to know someone who is overseas, so this isn’t politics,
it’s about helping.”
Meeting people at Suffolk has been easy for Robaina, who readily
admits, “I’m not a very shy person.” Talkative and amiable, he’s the kind
of guy likely to introduce himself to strangers and pepper them with
questions about themselves. He isn’t nosy so much as he is interested in
engaging with everything and everyone around him. That’s one of the
reasons he wanted to leave his native Miami for Boston.
“Miami is an interesting place, but it’s a bit of a bubble in terms of
the culture. I grew up in it, I appreciate it, and I absolutely love it, hut
I wanted to discover more of America because Miami has a different
aspect than the rest of the country,” says Robaina, whose parents, as
children, fled Cuba with their families after Fidel Castro came to power.
“Suffolk, I think, is the most unique campus in Boston, and one of
the most unique campuses in the world because you’re in the heart of
downtown,” he says. “You’re in the middle of politics, business, and life
in Boston—that’s what you’re thrown into. You’ll see homeless people,
and you’ll see the governor and the mayor, too. When students come to
Suffolk, they really get the Boston experience.” @
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I harting
the growth of Suffolk
’
' University over the last several
I years
has generally simply meant
;
picking up a newspaper. Major un
dertakings like 20 Somerset, the future home
for the New England School of Art & Design
(NESAD), and the spectacular restoration
of the Modem Theatre (please see page 14),
aren’t just big news for our community; they

C

are examples of game changers for the future
of Boston. These may be among the most vis
ible markers of the extraordinary evolution
of our campus, yet there are also numerous
other capital projects that represent signifi
cant “quality of life” investments in your alma
mater.
A prime example is the new cafe in the
Rosalie Stahl Building. For a major hub of ac
tivity at Suffolk, 73 TVemont had been lacking
this important amenity. Sodexo, Inc., which
provides food service on campus, stepped for
ward with a $1 million gift for initial funding
of an 85-seat cafe with a main entrance on
the second floor, off IVemont Place. Former
President Sargent and the board of trustees
generously funded the balance of constmction costs, and in October, the new “Cafe 73”
opened its doors to a Suffolk community hun
gry for made-to-order fare in a warm, acces
sible meeting place. Tsoi/Kobus & Associates,
the firm behind the acclaimed Sawyer Library
in the same building, designed the space.
TK&A even developed customized designs for
the tabletops to complement the decor. Among
the notable artwork is a two-floor mural
depicting the city landscape in 1906, the year

Suffolk was founded, and other historic pho
tos and designs. A second phase will create a
student lounge to absorb the overflow crowds
from the popular Sawyer Library and create
a community meeting area accessible even
when the cafe is closed.
The improvements in the Stahl Building
represent the kind of projects which, while
smaller in scope than 20 Somerset and the
Modern, are no less indicative of the great
leap forward Suffolk has made in creating a
world-class campus. For potential donors,
these kinds of capital projects offer coveted
naming opportunities and a chance to make
a lasting impact on their alma mater. I invite
anyone who is interested in learning more to
arrange a personal visit and join me for coffee
in the delightful new Cafe 73.
I look forward to sharing exciting news on
our continued progress in the year ahead.
Warm regards.

Christopher s. Mosher jd '76
Vice President for Advancement
cmosher@suffolk.edu
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CAFE CULTURE: Artwork adorning the walls of Suffolk's newest dining option at 73 Tremont, The Rosalie Stahl Building
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Life Support
For friends, clients, and his alma mater. Bob Kane BS '66 is
always there by amy Sutherland

had a full-time job in says. “They trusted you, I guess.”
The following year he got a trustee
a funeral home, an ailing father who
couldn’t work, and, consequently, his scholarship that paid half his tuition for the
parents and two younger siblings to support.rest of his education, which was especially
Kane was 20 years old. He wanted to be a needed when his father died during his junior
teacher, which required college, but no one in year. He graduated with a degree in history,
his family, who he describes as “mechanics and with minors in government and education.
the like,” had ever gone before. Yet, Kane says, “The total for four years was $2,000. That
“You have that impulse in you that you know wouldn’t buy you books now,” he sa)^.
you should go. That was my nature.” Kane
Kane showed his gratitude quickly by
noticed an ad for Suffolk University. He rushed making his first donation to the school the year
to the campus on the last day he could register after he graduated. “It might have been a few
for fall classes. He hadn’t taken the SAT and hundred. It was a stretch. I figured I owed it to
wrote on his application that he didn’t believe them,” he says.
in it. Nor did he have the $400 for tuition. The
Since then, Kane, now 68, has donated
school let the SAT scores slide, and the bursar every year to Suffolk, making him one of the
told him he could pay his balance later.
University’s most consistent contributors.
“They were very liberal in their policy in He also stands out because he designates
letting you register and go to school,” Kane the majority of his gifts to the Annual Fund,
N 1962 BOB KANE

I

which a dean can use at his or her discretion to
directly support students. The fund plays a key
role in covering unexpected expenses, such as the
replacement of a piece of laboratory equipment
or supplementing student financial aid.
When Kane attended Suffolk there was no
financial aid. He worked six nights a week at a
Mattapan funeral home and still found the time
to serve as class treasurer all four years. Attorney
and author Paul Nevins (BA ’66, JD ’82), a
member of the College ofArts & Sciences alumni
board, says his classmate and longtime fnend
was popular thanks to his dry sense of humor
and because “he was a very caring person.”
Both men planned to become history teachers.
But because teaching provided a deferment from
the Vietnam War, the profession was particularly
competitive. After graduating, Kane couldn’t
land a classroom job. Instead, he decided to open
his own funeral home in Easton, Massachusetts.
Kane never used his teacher’s certification
in history, but he did teach college classes in
the funeral business in the Boston area. Father
Jason Jalbert studied with Kane in the early
’90s before he decided to become a priest. Kane
took an interest in his students during class
and afterward, Jalbert says. When Jalbert went
to work in a funeral home in northern New
Hampshire, Kane drove from Boston to see how
he was faring. That, Jalbert says, “really says a lot
about a person.”
Stephen Raymond, another of Kane’s fonner
students and his current business partner,
says that Kane’s patience helps families of the
deceased make critical decisions at an emotional
time. To calm people, he has had his pet pugs
sit in on arrangements. He’s also known for his
cosmetic skills as an embalmer, making “the
deceased almost look natural,” Raymond says.
“It’s one of his gifts.”
Kane, who never married, lives in his funeral
home’s second floor. He regrets not becoming
a history teacher but believes his classes
weren’t wasted, instilling in him a profound
understanding of cultures and religions, which
helped him tremendously as a funeral director.
“It used to amaze [clients] that I would know so
much about their religion,” he says. “I would have
never been educated without the opportunity
Suffolk gave me.”®
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hanks to our ranks
The Alumni Association's Annual Leadership Day In October recognized the University's alumni volunteers
for their invaluable counsel and support.
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a > Trustee Tara Taylor MBA '00
and SBS Board President Aldan
McAvinchey, EMBA '08

b > CAS board member Steve Skiffington
BA '83, and Chairman of the Board of
Trustees Andrew (Drew) Meyer JD '74

c > LAW Alumni Board member
Damian wilmotJD '00

d > Margaret (Meg) Devlin, a senior in
business administration, with SBS Board
member John McDonnell BSBA '83

e > SBS Board member Elizabeth
Geagan mha '06

f > Trustee Deborah Marson JD '78 and Law
School Dean Camille Nelson

g > Keynote speaker Jim Langley
addresses the audience on changing trends
in higher education advancement

h > CAS Board President Darren J. Donovan
BS '83, and Young Alumni Advisory Councii
President, Leonard Adjetey BS '04, msps '07

i > SBS student (now fellow alumnus)
Rodrigo Vidal-McKay Global MBA '11 shares
his student experiences as Dean william
O'Neill looks on

j > Trustee Board Chairman Drew Meyer
addresses alumni volunteers
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Where Variety is Always in Season
Summer and fall events offered something for everyone, from a night game at Fenway, to a cruise through
scenic salt marshes, to the Annual Alumni Case Day focusing on ethics. Your Alumni Association offers
creative, fun, and informative opportunities to reconnect with friends and your University.
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a > Gregory Karr EMBA 79 (1) and Gerard
DuFromont BSBA 76 enjoy an unexperted high
school reunion along the Essex River

b>

After the boat docked on a sand bar,

Ana Milevskaia MBA '03 and Kamyar Ghandi take
an afternoon stroll along the beach

c > Emily Torres BA '06 and Gabriella Priest,
BS '06, MSCJ '09

d > Lauren Smith JD '87, Bradford Smith, Steve
Douillette BSBA '08, and Sameea N. Kazmi JD '96,
before the Red Sox game

e > Kevin Richard EMBA '91 presents his real
life case to a class as part of the annual Alumni
Case Day on Ethics

f>

Before alumni present their cases to

students, SBS Dean William O'Neill offers some
teaching tips.
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Grand Debut
The curtain lifted on the renovation of the Modern Theatre (see pg. 14) with an open house in November.
Following a preview for the Suffolk community, the general public got its first look at the University's state-ofthe-art restoration of a Boston landmark.
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a > Andrew (Drew) Meyer JD 74, LLD '99
chairman of the Board of Trustees and Barry
Brown, provost and acting president

b > Alumni, staff, and other friends gather
to celebrate

c > Marilyn Plotkins, professor and chair,
Theatre Arts celebrates the opening with
husband Glenn Litton

d > Chairman Meyer presents Boston Mayor
Tom Menino with a ticket for a lifetime of
performances at the Modern Theatre

e > Trustee Michael George BSBA '83,
Kathleen Meyer jd '78, and will Onuoha
from the Mayor's Office of Neighborhood
Services

T
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SAM@work > Entrepreneur on the move
he "entrepreneurial itch" that scratched Heather Hodgson halfway through her EMBA program

T

at Suffolk may well be attributed to her DNA (both sides of her family founded businesses).

But like most successful business ideas, the inspiration for her company was an unfulfilled need.

"After helping some friends settle into their new homes, l got an idea that this type of service might fill a niche," Hodgson recalls.
Working on a directed study with then Sawyer Business School adjunct professor Phillip Grannan, she explored the moving
industry and discovered that there were lots of complaints "and therefore lots of opportunity for improvement."
"Movers pack you up, move your stuff but then you are left alone to unpack all the boxes in your new space." After graduation,
Hodgson and her sister Jenni launched "Unpacking Solutions" which helps clients set up their new homes after they move.
(Her former professor was one of her early customers.)

SAM asked Hodgson to share some ideas to help make relocation a more efficient, less stressful experience:

1 LIGHTEN YOUR LOAD
Donate, sell, or recycle unwanted belongings to keep moving costs down and
make organization easier in your new abode.

2 MASTER THE ART OF PACKING
Heavier items like cans and books belong in smailer boxes; save larger boxes
for lighter objects like comforters. Use clean white paper, not messy newspaper,
for padding.

3 KEEP A PAPER TRAIL
If you pack your own breakables, use "Fragile" stickers (not all movers speak
English). Label each box with information about the contents and its destination

keys to
a smooth
move

in your new home, or number each box and keep an inventory list.

4 FIRST THINGS LAST
Save toiletries, food, a few dishes, sheets, some clothes, important papers,
favorite toys, and other essentials for last. And label these boxes "Open First."

By Heather Hodgson EMBA '97

unpackingsolutions. com

5 RESTORE A SENSE OF ORDER
Start the unpacking process in the kitchen so you can cook a meal your first
night. Group and put away like items. Next up, kids' bedrooms and then your own.
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CLASS REPORT

a normal course,” the
syllabus announces. “This course
is very applied.”
And how.
“I employ a variety of styles in my teaching,”
explains Professor Rachael Cobb. “I lecture
some; I break [students] into small groups
for projects and discussions. I generally
focus on creating a dynamic discussion
about something.”
In designing the Elections and Voting
course, Cobb added yet another element:
much of the learning takes places outside
the classroom altogether. As part of the class,
all students serve as poll workers or exit
pollsters.
In class this morning, Cobb sets the stage
with intriguing facts: nationally, the average
age of poll workers is 70 (55 in Boston).
Overall, Latinos and African-American
voters are more likely to be asked for an ID
than Caucasians. “On a personal level,” she
says, “I think you either ask everybody for an
ID or you ask nobody.”
“Professor Cobb does a fantastic job
moderating class discussions; interjecting
occasionally to provide valuable information
to the class that only furthers the discussion,”
reflects junior Daniel Pratt.
his is not

T

Cobb solicits ideas on how to increase voter
turnout. One student whose busy schedule
requires him to vote absentee suggests
making Election Day a holiday. Others offer
alternative proposals. What began as a more
traditional lecture quickly evolves into a
lively dialogue.
Cobb, who joined Suffolk as an adjunct in
2004, came up with the idea to integrate a
field component into the course two years
later, after she became an assistant professor.
The U.S. Election Assistance Commission
had written a new guidebook to help colleges
recruit students as poll workers, and Cobb
received a grant to make Suffolk part of a
test group to determine its effectiveness. In
2008, she applied for and won another grant
to survey current Boston poll workers on
their motivation for service and to encourage
more student participation. This year, Cobb
attracted the widest-ranging award yet,
extending recruitment beyond Boston and
creating “Accessibility Ambassadors” to assist
voters with disabilities.
Why the emphasis on experiential learn
ing? “I believe that active participation in
an event—whether it’s an election, attending
a hearing, or going to a rally—provides stu
dents vrith a depth of insight they cannot get

from the classroom alone,” she explains. “I
see a transformation in how students think
about, conceptualize, and understand elec
tion administration following their work as
poll workers.”
Master of Science in Political Science
(MSPS) candidate Haley Pero is among the
transformed. “Professor Cobb has given
students a unique opportunity to see de
mocracy at work through the integration of
the University Pollworkers Project into the
course,” she observes.
This year, Cobb, who received her under
graduate degree from Bryn Mawr College
and her PhD from MIT, added “department
chair” to her title. Professor John Berg, who
preceded Cobb in the role, notes that “she has
shown the ability to manage large projects
with lots of strong personalities involved
and do it all while maintaining a cheerful
demeanor.”
“Even in her new role as department chair,
she has remained incredibly accessible,”
observes Pero.
And Pratt, who believes Cobb “wants all of
her students to be just as excited about what
is being discussed as she is,” adds, “it is hard
not to fall in love with an area of public policy
with Professor Cobb teaching your class.” ©
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A conversation with Barry Brown
The University's Acting President and Provost talks with SAM about his priorities for "this important moment in Suffolk history."

SAM: in what ways might you draw
upon your experience as Provost in
approaching this new roie?
BROWN: It is difficult to believe that I have
been serving as Provost for two and a half
years. In that time, I hope that I have gained
some understanding of operating structures
and the needs of the University, to help to
make sure that all the constituencies are
being heard and to meet with and listen to
as many people in the University as I can.
We’re in a very active and challenging
environment; all universities are. We have
to examine what our role is going to be
going forward, as we are situated between
large private universities and state-funded
institutions. I believe there is an important
continuing role for a private urban univer
sity that is large enough to provide a broad
range of curricular and programmatic of
ferings, but small enough so that students
feel connected and aren’t lost in it as they
are in bigger schools.
SAM: What are the priorities you will be
focusing on during your tenure as acting
president?
BROWN: A major priority for me is to im
prove retention and increase financial
aid. We have to ensure our students have
financial resources to succeed in their
education; to improve financial aid as
federal resources are reduced; and that
we find other resources for them to suc
ceed without being put behind massive
amounts of debt. Financial aid has to not
only be directed toward students who are
coming in as freshmen, but to make sure
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we retain good students throughout their
college and graduate years at Suffolk. One
of my priorities will be to try to increase the
amount of financial aid available to upper
class students.
Institutionally, the academic units, the
College, and Business School and Law
School, need to build on each other’s
strengths. Since we have grown in numbers
of students, we need to plan for the devel
opment of facilities which will fully utilize
the downtown experience. We need labs
and science facilities for our undergradu
ates, we need to have a student center, and
we need to have athletic facilities.
[We also need] to create a dialogue
internally so that the different faculties
communicate with each other and realize
our strengths. We are a pretty great urban
university.
SAM: You mentioned financial aid.
HOW do you preserve and even enhance
this priority in the current economic
climate?
BROWN: We have to increase alumni sup
port and the only way we can do this is to
increase contact and have our graduates
realize what economic burdens students
incur to attend college and graduate school.
The delta between wliat a student can get
in financial aid and what they actually need
to support themselves in college and gradu
ate school is an important missing compo
nent in current financial aid equations. By
increasing alumni support for scholarships
and financial aid, we take the pressure off
the University’s academic resources that

we can apply to teaching and curriculum
development.
SAM: Your first example was alumni
participation. You've been a strong
proponent of Suffolk's online
community, which is one of the easiest
ways for graduates to get involved with
the University and for the University to
keep in touch with alumni. Why has this
been such a priority?
BROWN: By increasing the range and cover
age of our social network capabilities, we
greatly increase alumni contact and [out
reach to] our 65,000 alumni. The first and
most important thing is to build our online
contact through e-mail and social networks
so we can create an awareness of how large
and extraordinary our alumni community is.
Increasingly, we will work to refine our
online communications using both tradi
tional e-mails and social network commu
nications so that there is open access to the
University community by all of our alumni,
faculty and students.
SAM: Can you provide a basic overview
of the presidential search?
BROWN: A search committee has been
formed by the Trustees made up of Iriistees,
faculty from each of the schools, alumni,
administration and student representa
tion. They will soon begin a national search
through an independent academic search
firm and while there is no specific timeline,
it will be an extensive search. The point is to
take the time needed to find the best person
to lead the University. ©
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time to become serious in life and by a quirk of fate met Dr. Leo
Lieberman who, at that time, ran a very small psychology de

1949
Michael J. (Mike) Sabbagh (BSBA) was honored by
the insurance Library Association of Boston with its

insurance Professional of the Year Award. Sabbagh's career
in the insurance industry spans 60 years, including 36 in the
Massachusetts Division of Insurance, which he led as first
deputy insurance commissioner and commissioner from 1975
to 1985. Mike accepted the award with his wife. Rose, four chil
dren, six grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren look
ing on. More than 400 insurance professionals attended the
October 22 award luncheon. Mike serves on the board of the
Massachusetts Property Insurance Underwriting Association
(Fair Plan) and is a member of the Operations Committee and
chairman of the Audit Committee of the Massachusetts Medi
cal Malpractice Reinsurance Plan. He is president of Lebanese
Community Housing for the Elderly, a member of the Greater
Lawrence YMCA Finance Committee, and a board member of
the Notre Dame High School in Lawrence. He and Rose live in
Methuen, MA.

partment and student counseling center at Suffolk [and] practi
cally took me under his wing as a mentor and advisor. If not for
that chance meeting with Dr. Lieberman, whom I still talk of, I'm
not really sure where my life would've headed and/or how it
would have ended up. Following graduation, I went on to get
a master's in psychology in 1961 and a doctorate in 1964, also
in clinical psychology. Forty-six years later at a great age of 75
I'm still working, but now, only as a consultant in forensics for

■V

*

,

several police departments in northern New Jersey, l still think
back with a great deal of joy on my days in Boston. Even in New
Jersey now, and elsewhere prior to my coming here in 1966,
[I] root for the Red Sox, Celtics, Patriots, and Bruins. So thank
you Boston, Dr. Lieberman, Suffolk University, and anyone that I
may have had contact with during those times."

1963
Janet (StamuMs) Goldblatt (Fashion Design) moved to
Los Angeles after leaving NESA and worked as a designer of

/// f,

.' ■ U(yf.-ifU. /It

women's clothing for 12 years ("l had intended to work on
film industry wardrobes") before taking a position as a staff

1959
"I was selling carpets in a department store in Boston after
having spent two years in New York City attending a college,"
recalls Bertram Rotman (BA). "As things became more and
more confusing in my life as far as my future, I moved back to
Boston (was born in Roxbury), and dabbled in a class or two at
various schools while working full time. I began to feel it was

designer with Mattel, where she designed and developed cos
tumes, makeup, and hairstyles for Colleaor Barbie Dolls. In her
24 years at Mattel, Janet created the most successful direct
mail series of dolls, collaborating with fashion designer Bob
Mackie to create the Barbie Collector Doll Department, with
dolls tor high-end adult collectors. She also worked with Oscar
de la Renta, Ralph Lauren, Bill Blass, and other designers to ere-

ate costumes for Barbie, as well as re-creating costumes from
such movies as My Fair Lady and The Sound of Music. She
even created Donny and Marie Osmond dolls in the mid-'70s,
flying to Las Vegas to meet the singing duo. (The pair so loved
the costumes Janet created for the dolls that they asked their
costumer to re-create the designs so they could wear them
in their stage show.) Janet also conceptualized the annual
Holiday Barbie Doll, one of Mattel's most highly sold series for
10 consecutive years. Janet is now a consultant and freelance
speaker, appearing at Barbie collectors' conventions and ben
efit events, as well as on the Home Shopping Network and at
Barbie's 35th ahniversary at Disney World, promoting Designer
Barbie Dolls and Mattel. She twice received the annual Mattel
Worldwide Award of Excellence for innovation, creativity, and
quality. As she says, "I have been very blessed and grateful for

w

the many wonderful opportunities in my life."
Micliael

i

Weymouth,

founder

and

chairman

of the board of Weymouth Design in Boston, re

cently published how Photography Can Make you a
Painter. The book is intended for artists who use their
digital cameras to shoot resource photos for their paint
ings and features many of Michael's own paintings.
Michael and Maine poet Elizabeth Garber have created a new
blog to encourage participation in a book that will be three
years in the making. Maine: A Shared Wewwill chronicle not
only the Maine experiences of Michael and Elizabeth, but the

mm

shared experiences of others who love the uniqueness of
the state—as they put it, the Maine you don't see when you
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trip Friday morning but did begin my reunion weekend with

i drive up Route 1. Michael also continues to shoot photos at

Pop Art Now and to take classes in picture framing and paper

the nature sanctuary on w/hich he has a camp in the wilds of

conservation. My studio will also have an easel. I'm going back

a fun-filled evening at the Red Hat on Friday, followed by at

Maine for another upcoming book called Sanctuary.

to my NESA days and will be drawing and painting again."

tending one of several classes ("One Day university") offered

1964

Harvey Stephen Rosen (BS) writes, "I was married for 28

formative two-hour class offered by Professor Jodi Detjen, in

"I continue to work in colored pencil and enter many juried

years (my wife passed away in 2005). My retirement started

structor of management and entrepreneurship), followed by

shows...while teaching in my South End studio," writes Mi

in 2000. After SU, I got my MEd. I travel for fun and have vis

a walking tour of the many fine Suffolk facilities, and conclud

chael Petringa (Advertising Design). "I started my deco

ited about 80 countries. El Paso [TXl has been my home for

ing with the Saturday evening cocktail reception and alumni

rative arts business, which lasted for 14 successful years."

nearly 27 years."

awards dinner held in the Hall of Flags at the state House, if

on Saturday morning on campus (I attended a lively and in

But the job kept Michael from doing much drawing and paint

you were there, I am sure that you felt that we had turned the

ing on his own. "Withdrawal was difficult...[but] life presented

"WOW what a Reunion weekend on June 11 and 12 some of

me once again with the possibility of opening a new studio,

you missed!" writes Doug McDermod (BSBA). "Call it a re

allowing me to teach once again. Since then l haven't looked

union, a reconnection, a re-acquaintance, a rekindling...call

: back. We now have a great studio space in which to paint and

it what you want, but what a great job by the staff at Suffolk

I conduct classes, i would love to hear from any classmates

University's Alumni Relations Office. Resounding kudos to the

'who remember me."

entire team, including Laura Piscopo, Eliza Parrish, Elizabeth
Conley, and others. So if you were unable to attend the week

clock back 40 years, although none of us could believe that it
had been that long ago! Instead we laughed and chatted as
though it was still the late '60s. With this reunion being such a
huge success, it was decided that we wouldn't wait to sched
ule another five years out. Instead, we decided to launch a
plan for another much sooner entitled 'Perpetual Reunion,'
to be held June 3,2011, at the downtown Harvard Club. Save

1966

end, let me try to recap some of the highlights for you. For

Bob LeBlanc, Esq. (BSBA), former Suffolk alumni trustee

me, it actually began some months prior with my decision

and president of the Alumni Council, is applying his 40 years

to serve on the reunion committee, in a somewhat 'leap-of-

of experience to a new firm. Capital Advocates assists cor

faith' manner, i decided to find out what this reunion was go

porations and not-for-profit organizations in navigating the

ing to be about, as it had been many years since I had been

1973

t system of legislative and administrative entities at the local,

back to the campus and generally had lost touch with our

Claudia (Trepanler) Combs (BSJ) notes, "My professional

state, and federal levels.

1970
George Carpinone (Advertising Design) started his design
career in Providence, Rl, at the Joseph Maxfield Company, cre: ating ads for a small retail store, after which he worked for a
" printer and for a couple of ad agencies His favorite early-career
I position was as an art director tor wjar-tv io producing graphf: ics for broadcast and print, in 1981 he moved to Massachusetts,
: where he landed at the Bose corporation in Framingham, again

there! (Be sure to send your updated e-mail address to the
Alumni Relations Office so we can all stay in touch.)"

Suffolk community. I also wondered who else might decide

career is continually taking very creative turns and twists

to join the committee—I had no idea who might be doing the

within the realms of journalism and music After a reward

same thing as me. Well, what a pleasant surprise; not only did

ing career in journalism and freelance writing for a multitude

I meet some old friends, but also made several new friends,

of magazines, and writing for The Lowell sun newspaper for

as well as got to meet the people behind the names at our

eight years as a correspondent, as well as a six-year position

terrific Alumni Relations office. Quickly, our committee meet

as an in-house copy editor/reporter/photographer for Tidings

ings became mini-reunions often held over dinner with remi

newspaper for the Diocese of Manchester, New Hampshire, I

niscing about our wonderful days at Suffolk some 40 years

am now pursuing a full-time career within my own music edu

ago. Then with the start of the official reunion weekend this

cation business. In 20061 returned to the hectic and stressful

past June, I returned to Boston from an out-of-town business

world of academia as a full-time undergraduate student at

as an art director. Toward the end of the decade, George moved

UMass Lowell in the Music Studies/Music Teaching program.

to Boston, where he worked full time and on contract for vari

This past May, i graduated with a second bachelor's degree in

ous financial companies, ad agencies, and book publishers In
11992, George started a magazine called Celebrity Collector,

the date: additional details will follow and we want to see you

Stay Connected

which targeted movie memorabilia collectors like himself and

music studies/music teaching, and in August, I launched my
own music teaching business called Claudia combs Music
i Academy that caters to the homeschooling communities and

* featured interviews with Hollywood celebrities ("During the two
families within the Greater Merrimack Valley region of north
' years of publication, I was able to interview my favorite actress,

ern Massachusetts and southern New Hampshire. My music

' Sandra Dee, in California"), in 1999 George became art director

classes offer individual lessons on every instrument. In addi
for the Hampshire House/Cheers but lost his job in the tourism
:: downturn following 9/11. "Finding work as a graphic designer
was extremely difficult at that time, i came to the realization

I that I needed to reinvent myself and made the transition from
g design to print production and project management" George is

You can reach your classmates

week, I teach a variety of musical instmments to 27 students

on the following pages through the

at Dance images Dance and Music center in Methuen, MA,

Suffolk University Alumni Association

and on two evenings each week, I continue to teach piano,

Online Community,

guitar, flute, and voice to a roster of 10 private students. For

■ ■■

the past 28 years I have resided in Pelham, nh, and my daugh

: line retail store that sells art, collectibles, and apparel. He says

If you are not currently a member,

ter, Nyria, is now 17 and a senior at Pelham High School. (My

his return to the art world takes him back to his days at NESA

please email SuffAlum@suffolk.edu

"when I had so much energy and enthusiasm. I wish all of my

for your user ID number to register.

i • now the co-owner of Pop Art Now a Massachusetts-based on

teachers at NESA were around to hear about my successes and

Registration is free and the easiest way

learn about my future plans. They were always supportive and

to stay in touch with Suffolk university's nearly

husband, Mike, died of cancer in 2004.) Life is far from dull in
the Combs home, where music and writing reign supreme!"

1974

; : taught me so much." After having lived in Boston for 22 years,

65,000 graduates worldwide. (Due to privacy

Patrick Crowley (Graphic Design), who has owned Crow

George is planning his next move: "to New Hampshire or Maine

concerns, we are unable to print or provide

ley Design Associates for the past 30 years, has launched a

: to be closer to my daughter and 3-year-old grandson. I plan to

individual contact information.)

new business this summer, called Celebrate Their Life. He

i have a studio in my new home and plan to continue to work on
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tion to my daytime commitments for CCMA, three nights a

:
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writes, "The company’s sole purpose is to help us through a

Gallery of Art in Orleans on the cape, also in August, she is

difficult period that we face from time to time with the passing

now preparing for her spring painting trip to Italy. Landscape

of a loved one." Celebrate Their Life's mission is "to provide

& Figure Workshop in Tuscany will take place in Cortona from

to grieving families all the tools and resources needed to cre

May 25 until June 1,2011.

ate, at home, their own well-polished and highly personalized
memorial to a loved one's memory, without the high expense,

1984

difficulty, and time it would normally take to coordinate and

George Connelly (General Art) and Paul Cornacchini

create a memorial of this quality."

(Graphic Design), friends since the early 1980s at NESAD,

1976

would be more than 15 oil paintings completed over the next

The Vermont insurance Agents Association (VIAA) has an

three years. Both artists worked on each canvas simultane

nounced that it has hired 25-year not-for-profit veteran Jo

ously and the pair had five shows, including one at NESAD's

seph Normandy (BS) to run its 106-year-old organization.

Gallery 28 on Newbury Street. By 1993, life for the two had

began collaborating as artists in 1990 with work on what

Normandy led various national associations in Washington,

become too busy to allow them to continue painting togeth

D.C., most recently, and for the last 14 years, the National As

er. in 2003 Paul started CWD, inc, a direct marketing agency,

sociation of Independent Life Brokerage Agencies (NAILBA).

while practicing woodworking in his spare time. George, while

He credits his love for not-for-profit management to Suffolk

also working full time, continued his creative writing, and both

University because it was there that he was encouraged to

represented

establish a tor-credit, not-for-profit internship program. When

mittee. in early 2010, George was approached about doing a

nesadsu

on the University's 25th Reunion Com

he was able to secure support from the University, from the

former Clinton administration official William Rainer. Next up,

painting on commission and immediately thought of his friend

Massachusetts speaker of the House, and from the chairman

an interview with Harvard President Drew Gilpin Faust.

Paul. They met, talked, and agreed it was time to get back to

of a government program, Normandy "sold" the idea not just
to his classmates but to six not-for-profit organizations. He
spent two years (one as an intern) with the Massachusetts

after laying down their brushes, they're back at it.
Daniel Harvey (Graphic Design), who became a licensed
social worker some years ago, is now an assistant profes

1987

sor at Rhode Island college's school of Social work in Provi

Matt Flynn (Graphic Design) is director of human factors

Michael J. Reilly (BSJ), president of Boston-based

dence, where he also lives Prior to this, Dan worked as the

design (also known as user experience design) at Parexel, a

Reilly Communications, was awarded the 2010 Market

clinical director for

Auto Dealers Association, and his career took off.

I

painting, accepting the offered commission. Seventeen years

1979

Project Rhode Island, where he

10,000-person, international pharmaceutical company based

ing Achievement Award by the Alexandria, VA-Trased society

directed the client services department, and did freelance

in Lowell, MA. Matt and his team of seven full-time employ

for Marketing Professional Services (SMPS). The award is the or

graphic design for various nonprofits.

ees and five freelancers are involved with usability testing,

aids

ganization's highest individual honor, and recognizes an individ
ual marketing professional demonstrating exemplary achieve
ments across several areas, including marketing research,
teaching professional leadership, marketing communications,
and program innovation. Reilly is the 20th recipient in the 37year history of the society. He was also honored as Marketing
Executive of the Year in June by the Boston chapter of SMPS.

information architecture, and user interface design (or, "if i
Ellen (Shostek) Sklaver (Graphic Design) participated in
this year's Pan-Mass Challenge, the phenomenally success
ful bike ride from Sturbridge to Provincetown, to raise money
for the Jimmy Fund. More than 5,000 riders took part this
year, following one of ten routes of varying length (Ellen rode

design an application properly, you don't need a manual").
He and his wife of 22 years. Heather (whom he dated while
at NESAD), along with daughter Vivian (12) enjoyed a week's
vacation in August overlooking the ocean in Gloucester
("Looked just like the Maine coast. Beautiful.")

a one-day, 47-mile loop starting and ending in Wellesley) and
raising an amazing $31 million for cancer research (for a total

1988

of $270 million over the past 30 years). Riding in memory of

Nancy Reddish (BSBA) writes, "After taking a few years off

Association of State Welfare Fraud Directors (Naswfd) at the

her brother, Todd, who died of cancer in 2009, Ellen raised

after high school to work full time, i finally found my way to the

annual conference of the United Council on welfare Fraud in

just under $1,300.

Brace Caimichael (BA) chaired the meeting of the National

Raleigh, NC, in September 2010. NASWFD comprises fraud ad
ministrators throughout all so states and Canada, who work to
combat fraud, waste, and abuse in social service programs in
each of their states and provinces Bruce is serving as chair
man for the 2010-2011 term.

1980
Rosemary Rotondi (BSJ) has 25 years of experience as a
leading archival film, photo, and network news researcher
for documentary filmmakers and artists. Among the projects
on which she has served as a researcher are the acclaimed

1977

documentary on the financial crisis Inside Job, by Charles

Barry Ouellette (BSJ) has been hard at work this year as a

Ferguson, and We Stand Alone Together, the documentary

senior producer at DigiNovations in Concord, MA. This past

component of HBO's Band of Brothers.

year has included two videos for Harvard Business School,
several marketing programs and product introductions for
Philips Healthcare, and a number of programs for Waters
Corporation. In addition, Barry has traveled to California,
Maine, Minnesota, New York, and Washington, DC. He re
cently interviewed Tom Chappell of Tom's of Maine fame, and

1981
Eli Cedrone (General Art) is one busy artist. Having shown
her work at the Copley Society's Summer Members Show and
The Guild of Boston Artists Regional Juried Exhibition in August,
aswetlasMGalleryofFineArtin Sarasota, fl, and the Addison

city and the 'school on the hill.' i have followed the alumni news
for many years and am always encouraged to see alumni move
on to such rewarding directions Since graduating from Suffolk,
life's path has led me on so many wonderful journeys, includ
ing career, family, personal growth, and...at 50 years old...new
found wisdom. However, one of my most profound experiences
has been the birth of my son [with] special needs (He was my
first out of three wonderful children.) Since his birth I found an
inner resilience and passion I never knew existed within me. I
developed a mission that has taken my career, my opinions, and
my goals in a direction I never planned for, but have welcomed.
Once I had the time to absorb what we, as a family, were facing i
came to the conclusion that I needed to help others understand
and celebrate all children, it is here where my advocacy career
was bom.. .Today l celebrate my advocacy/coaching career and
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thew, 15) is a sophomore at the same high school both my wife
[and Ij attended almost 30 years ago—yikes. Matthew's young
er brother (Jonathan, 13) is excelling at school and recently was
invited to participate in a skills and testing program at Johns
Hopkins university. And then there is our youngest (Elizabeth,
9). She is doing great at school! Her current favorite activity is
Girl Scouts. Lastly, my wife and I are doing great. We very much
enjoy raising our family. Thanks for giving us the opportunity to
let you in on what the Kelly family is up to."
Scott Truesdale (Graphic Design) and his wife of three
years, Angelique, are expecting their first child ih November.
Scott, who was profiled in the spring 2006 issue of & Then,
is job hunting in Washington, D.C. ("If you hear of anything
available, by all means let me know. We're certainly open to
returning to Boston!"). He'd like to return to advertising, after
working for years in the political arena, ("imagine that—she's
a lobbyist and I'm a spin doctor/adman.")
continue to work in the special needs field. While educational

1993

advocacy was not part of my Suffolk degree, it was Suffolk [that]

Barbara-Ann Boehler (BA '93, JD '96) is now chief com

taught me, above all else, to take my knowledge and make it

pliance officer of Arete Reseach LLC, a global boutique equity

work in my own unique way My business/marketing degree has

research firm.

Tina Chin (BSBA) married Liam McKechnie on May

O

15,2010, in a beautiful ceremony at The Church of the

Immaculate Conception in Salem, MA, with the reception at

helped me to build my business, to market my skills, and to con
duct myself as a true professional with advanced negotiation

1994

the historic Hawthorne Hotel next door. They enjoyed a relax

skills. My time at Suffolk gave me the education and the self-con

Like so many others in this economic environment, Bonnie

ing honeymoon in Bali, Indonesia, before returning home to

fidence to know I could succeed at anything I deem important

(Andrews) Johnson (Interior Design) was laid off a year

New York City.

enough to pursue. Keep up the good work with the magazine, l

ago from her job as a kitchen designer, though in May she

enjoy each edition."

landed a new one with a financial advisor ("Just in time for
the summer...bool"). Bonnie also keeps busy with her kids in

1989

sports and other activities, as well as teaching self-defense

Richard Graumann (interior Design) is living in Provi

seminars to young women, subbing for the kids' fitness

dence, Rl, with his wife of 10 years, Sarah, and their 3-year-

classes, and kickboxing at a local fitness studio.

old son, Blake. As design manager for a Rhode island com
pany, Richard is responsible for fashion and textile design.

1995
"I recently joined a large company (AchieveGlobal) here in NYC,"

1991

notes Mark Kelly (BSBA). "I work in the sales department and

"I just launched my own law office after practicing for eight

focus on key account acquisition and client expansion. Sepa

years at a firm," writes Julie McNeill, Esq. (BA).
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rately, the family is doing well. Believe it or not, our oldest (Mat-

1997
TamIka Correia (BS) received her doctorate in educational
leadership in May 2010 from Johnson & Wales University.

1998
Cynthia Davis (BA) and her husband, Steve Molis, wel
comed their beautiful daughter, Amelia "Millie" Molis, to the
world on July 16.

1999
"I recently obtained a position as assistant corporation coun
sel to the City of Boston Law Department, working at the Of-

fice of the Legal Advisor tor the Boston Police,' writes Jane

Kodiak Starr (Graphic Design) has a new job—at the White

ronment while still offering a product that can substitute for

E. DePalma (BS).

House! He started as the creative director of new media in

a diamond, even to a trained eye.")

2000

early August. He'll be responsible for running whitehouse.
gov, as well as numerous other interactive and print projects

Anna Mahan (Decorative Arts) is the sole proprietor of Joy

for the government. "This has been moving very quickly so l

of Living Design (soon to be renamed Art of Living), a design

am still a bit in shock about the job," he writes.

firm that specializes in residential and small commercial de

year-old daughter, Marley. "I can't believe that we both went

2003

Anna is on the faculty at the Boston Architectural College,

to NESAD five years apart and happened to meet years later,

"I am a paralegal at Sloane & Walsh, LLR in Boston," notes

teaching Kitchen & Bath: Mechanical Systems and Lighting,

we were married in New Hampshire at my parents' restau

Sondra (Braneff) Flannery (BS). "My husband, Nicholas

as well as advising kitchen and bath certificate students.

rant—a huge wedding with ah eight-piece band and all the

Flannery, and l recently became franchise owners; we oper

"Yes, life is so strange," writes Galen (Murphy) Sutliff
(Graphic Design), who lives with her husband, Tony Sutliff
(Graphic Design '95), in Miiton with their one-and-a-half-

sign projects, as well as kitchen and bath design. In addition,

food you can imagine! We were living in Somervilie at that

ate our home-based travel business. Cruise Planners, in Avon.

2006

time and moved to Milton three years ago. Marley Murphy

We are very excited about this new business venture."

"I am a huge fan of the alumni magazine," writes Dina Kahri-

walking and talking now. She is more fun than I ever could

2004

after doing real estate for six years."

have imagined. Tony is a great dad. She loves him...it is all

Julie Pham '04 (BSBA) just wrapped up the Otf-Off-Broad-

about Daddy! I (try to) work from home as a freelance design

way hit Forbidden Office: Musical Revue, which was sold out

2007

er with Marley and our two dogs. She is now going to daycare

at The Secret Theatre in New York. She played Verohica Chang,

Angela Graziano (BS '07) married Marc Sulmonte on Sept.

twice a week, which makes getting work done more doable.

a ruthless executive (like The Devii wears

man (BS). "Recently, l started my own real estate company

Sutliff was born last May. She is growing so quickly and is

lv

instead of Pra-

11 in Abington, MA. classmates Elizabeth Conley (BS '07)

da). in addition, her indie film The Art of Women will be playing

and Ashley Simski (BS '07) served in the wedding party

the film festival circuit shortly before coming out on DVD.

and classmates Jaclyn Reardon (BS '06), Megan Wing

2005

'10), and Justin Cicciarella (BSBA '07) were in atten

state New York and has recently bought a house ("...so the

"Since I graduated from Suffolk, l have gone on to complete

dance. The couple resides in Abington.

to-do list is getting longer and longer. Yes, it's just me and

a four-year master's program at Holy Cross Greek Orthodox

Tony is still at NECN [New England Cable News]."

2001
Alicia Germane (Graphic Design) has relocated to up

(BSBA '06), Nate Wing (BSBA 07), Lisa Gabriele (AS

Andrea Morin (Graphic Design) writes, "Tim Enright

sometimes i think I'm crazy to do it! But it's been worth it

School of Theology in Brookline, MA," writes Adam Pantaze-

to be closer to my family and have my home."). Also keep

los (BSBA). "The school l attended is actually the only Greek

(Graphic Design '07) hooked me up with a freelance gig

ing her busy is a full-time job with 3t Architects in Albany,

Orthodox seminary in the entire western hemisphere. While at

which I had done in my spare time, and that turned into a new

where she is creative faciiitator in charge of everything from

tending the seminary I received my Master of Divinity degree

job. I am now the creative director at Premier Kitchen Prod

marketing collateral to business strategies. 3t works on af

and currently l am working for Hellenic College [the seminary's

ucts, a licensee of The Sharper Image, l am spearheading the

undergraduate institution] in the development office. I hope to

branding of our division, all packaging and marketing/advertis

fordable housing and other projects for nonprofits ("some
for-profits tool"). Nine years after graduating from NESADSU,

be married in the future and to serve my church and society

ing design for both brand names. I have already started doing

"I always think of the few weeks before school—excitement

throughout the course of my life in whatever way I am deemed

some product development." Andrea, along with partner Ben

and nerves—and sadness that winter is that much closer!"

worthy. 1 would also like to go back to school within the next

Berte (Graphic Design '08), has relocated to Queens, NY,

three years to receive my MBA to further my knowledge of the

where Ben is working remotely for Houghton Mifflin-Harcourt
in Boston and doing freelance work.

Matt Sullivan (BS) recently started a new business ven

business world, whether ordination is in the cards for me l do

ture, The Bowline Group, a diversified group of real estate

hot know at this poiht, but i look forward to findihg out what

businesses providing brokerage, construction, and property

is ahead for me. I have greatly appreciated the education that

I

management services. Matt and his wife, Christine, live in Milton,

I received at Suffolk University and hope to get involved with

MA, with their daughter, Audrey (2), and son, Emmett (1).

more alumni events in the near future."

In November, Ryan Fattman (BS) upset an eight-year in
cumbent to win a seat in the Massachusetts House of Repre
sentatives. In 2006, while a junior at Suffolk, Ryan was elected
to the Board of Selectmen in his hometown of Sutton.

2002

Priscilla Franco (Electronic Graphic Design) has relo

Shari (Longstaff) Mason (Fine Arts), who is now living in

cated to Hollywood, CA, and has started a jewelry company

Petersburg, VA, has recently taken a position as an elemen

with her sister. Called Bliss collections, the company spe

tary school art teacher in the Petersburg Public Schools.

cializes in "sterling silver finished in rhodium with hand-set

The local newspaper published an article on Shari, noting

fine cubic zirconia." (The company's website points out a

that she had started her career as a volunteer in her son's

compelling rationale for this combination: "Mining for natural

art classroom. She was certified to teach in Massachusetts

diamonds and gems has caused environmental damage in

but, after eight years as a stay-at-home mom to three sons,

the form of deforestation, soil erosion, water contamination,

she decided to do whatever was necessary to enable her to

and disease. Diamonds have also been the center of political

teach in Virginia, with one son in second grade, one entering

conflicts as we are now familiar with the industry of 'conflict

preschool, and a third who just celebrated his first birthday,

diamonds' and the civil wars created around them. Because

a teaching job should make for a busy schedule. But Shan's

cubic zirconia is created in a lab, diamond mining's environ

hope is that she'll succeed in making her students under

mental damage and diamonds' role in political conflict are

stand that "everyone is able to be creative."

bypassed altogether. Cubic zirconia helps preserve our ehvi-

2008
Jazmin Sparkle (Brown) Garner (Fine Arts) is living with
her husband, graphic designer Ben Garner (a scouser, as Liv
erpudlians are called), in Liverpool, England, after a year in
Italy. She is working in a local pub called the Bee Hive ("to
make mohey") but is also "working on Japanese screens us
ing opalux vellum and aluminum...! also have been doing
some commissioned work, usually drawings of flowers and
shadow drawings from wire on walls inside people's homes.
Still trying to get shown in galleries...one day!" As she says,
"Life is wonderful in Europe! Going to Barcelona this week
end for inspiration and some fun in the sun!"
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Saul Mendoza (BFA) is sharing an art studio with Jerica

GRADUATE

Lucero in East Boston, MA. He is also launching Sporadika
Studio, "a creative studio, entertaining a kaleidoscope of in
novative and imaginative ideas, in hopes of changing the

1957
George J. Lerra (MA) is a Half-Century Club alumnus of

world one sporadic step at a time."

Suffolk University. For 45 years, he served as a visual arts

2009

teacher and acting assistant principal for the Boston Public

' Jerica (Mikenas) Lucero (BS) and Melvin Lucero celebrated

Schools. George is a former clerk and chairman of the credit

their three-year anniversary on October 25. Jerica is enjoying

and audit committee for the Social Service Credit Union in

their home in Arlington, MA. Recently, she accepted a new job

Boston. His wife, Gloria, is a former state investigator. His

I;' as admissions technology coordinator at Gordon College in

sons are, respectively, a lieutenant with the Miami Beach

Wenham, MA, She is sharing an art studio with Saul Mendoza.

Police Department and a businessman, while his daughter

Mumbai. "It is a happy coincidence that I am becoming the
president at a time when the indo-U.S. relationship is entering a
new trajectory of growth and consolidation, riding on the back
of a proaaive policy framework that underscores mutual co
operation between the two largest democracies in the world in
the post-slowdown scenario," he remarks. The lACC is the only
bi-national chamber in India exclusively focused on indo-U.S.
economic engagement. Gautam is also president of Inter-Link,
a consulting company in India, and Customer Value Foundation
(CVF), which is engaged in customer value management. He
has authored books on customer value management and has
lived and worked in the united States for about 20 years.

resides in Lexington, MA, with her daughter and husband.

2010
"I was able to turn my senior year internship into full-time

1979

employment at Siemens Energy," writes Richie Denis

Great news from Anne Marie White-Kiesling (MA): "I am

(BSBA). "I'm working at a subsidiary of Siemens Energy

a five-time success story for Dana-Farber and in remission

called TurboCare. I'm in training and my position allows me

now with the help of the doctors at the Brigham, i am mar

to utilize my business degree in a dynamic organization.

ried to my second husband, Paul. My daughter Julia is an

Since I've started employment I've been working on busi

Emmanuel College graduate. My son Steve, a dyslexic young

ness plans and market analysis. I've been fortunate enough

man, is now an avid reader —10 years ago he couldn't read

to travel to 12 different states. I will be completing my formal

and was profoundly sad. fToday he) is attending [school) at

training soon and from there I will be traveling the East Coast

the community college level. Steve is his sister's hero and all

from Maine to Florida, selling steam turbine and generator

who meet him agree."

solutions. Every day presents new challenges. I believe these
"I have been elected president of the Indo American Cham

are the ingredients to starting a successful career."

ber of Commerce (lACC), headquartered in Mumbai with 12

1981
Peter Dragonas (BSBA '77, MBA '81) has been senior vice
president and wealth advisor for Morgan Stanley Smith Bar
ney since 2000, and previously was a wealth advisor for Leh
man Brothers. Peter resides in Marblehead, MA, with his wife,
Laurie, and 15-year-old daughter Hannah, an honor student at
Bishop Fenwick High school. He has raced a sailboat exten
sively offshore and participated in a number of Marblehead
to Halifax ocean races as well as the Newport to Bermuda
Ocean Race and many local races. Peter is also an avid skier
and golfer. He has served on Suffolk University's Entrepre
neurial Leadership Council and in the Ambassador Program.
Originally from Egypt, Michael Jacob Galiouby

"Going through temp agencies has really helped me con

offices, and a u.S. chapter," announces Gautam Mahajan

centrate and pinpoint what i want in a career and has also

(EMBA). "Would love for all of you interested in India to join."

helped keeping those school bills from stacking up," writes

Gautam, a leading expert in globalization and total customer

Anita Cheung (BSBA). "it really helps to get a foot in the

value management and a consultant in corporate transforma

door and get some hands-on, real-world experience apart

tion and restructuring, was elected president of the 42-year-

1982

from what people may have done in school."

old chamber at the conclusion of the 4ist annual session in

"I'm touching base with all my business colleagues and as

I (MBA) lives in Bakersfield, CA, and works as a tax ac
countant in a CPA firm. "I am in the middle of the photos that
were taken at Egyptian Orthodox Church Festival," he notes.

sociates nationwide regarding my new book. Job Creation:
How It Really works and Why Government Doesn't Under
stand It," writes Dave Newton (MBA). "My co-author is
Andy Puzder, CEO of CKE—parent company to Carl's Jr. and
Hardee's, headquartered in Carpinteria, CA."

1983
Michael Andrew (MBA) has published a book. How to
Think Like a CEO and Act Uke a Leader, which has also been
translated and published throughout South Korea.

1984
Tom Doran (MPA) has been living in North Texas for the
past 16 years with his wife and two daughters. He is em

? J

M

ployed as a senior project manager for Southwest securities
and he recently obtained his Project Management Profes
sional (PMP) certification. He continues his iifetime passion
for photography with a long-term photography project titled
"Texas, the Southwest and Beyond."

1985
Effle Pappas Brickman (BS '82, MPA '85) has been work

■-.-rssrirf

ing at the Massachusetts Coalition for the Prevention of Med

.li
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ical Errors for the past 11 years. The coalition is a public-pri-

vate partnership whose mission is to improve patient safety

accomplishments and achieved outstanding results.

and eliminate medicai errors in Massachusetts. Effie writes:
"i have worked over the past 15 months with hospitais state

of 100. Cooney resides in Berkley,

ma,

with his wife. Deb, and

their three daughters, Lillian, Eleanor, and Jocelyn.

1998
2000

wide as they estabiished patient and famiiy advisory councils

Christopher Cooney (MPA) was recently named New Eng

to serve as the 'patient voice' and the institutionai infrastruc

land Chamber of Commerce Executive of the Year by the New

Rachel (Revell) Fournier (MPA) relocated to Philadelphia,

ture for including the patient and family member perspective

England Association of Chamber of Commerce Executives at

where she is the director of corporate and foundation rela

in hospital organizational decision making."

their annual conference. Cooney is president and CEO of the

tions for St. Mary Medical Center. She is also a national book

Metro South Chamber of Commerce, serving 18 communities

reviewer for the Association for Healthcare Philanthropy. Ra

1987

and located in Brockton, MA. Cooney's Chamber service has

chel is the mother of Natalie, age 5, and Grant, age 3.

"I have just published a cookbook, Delicious Simplicity," re

spanned 20 years and includes executive roles with the Plym

ports Anna Quaraglla Tourkakis (MPA). ''The recipes in

outh Area and Cape Cod Canal Region Chamber of Commerce.

Paul R. Smith (EMBA) is a financial services representa

this cookbook are health-promoting and delicious to eat.

He now serves on the US. Chamber of Commerce Committee

tive for Metlife Financial Services of Massachusetts in the
Norwood office.

Recipes were developed for the busy person who wants to
eat healthy and flavorful meals," Anna explains. "My hus
band, Spiros Tourkakis, has an MBA from Suffolk ['83). We

Share Your News

live with our teenage son in Lynnfield, MA."

2002
"It is my pleasure to inform you that I have joined the practic
es of Grant Thornton LLR one of the largest global account

1988

Class notes are a great way to let your fellow alumni know

Peter J. Bagley (EMBA) is entering his second year of
teaching at Suffolk. The founder and president of The Mar
keting Dept., Inc., and former chief marketing officer of
Customer Analytics,

me.,

Peter joined the adjunct faculty of

what is happening in your post-college life, from career
changes to family news And now, with Suffolk Alumni
Magazine's expanded class notes section, connecting (or

service company that now has over 40 locations and 200 em
SAM prefers class notes in your own words.
Here's a SAMple;

ciples of Marketing and Marketing Analytics and Tools for the

"Hi, SAM: My name is John Doe (BSBA in Finance, 2002),
and I've been very busy since graduation. I'm now working
at Smith & Brown Financial Services in Providence, Ri

1989
Joe Kapian (MPA) served as a volunteer consultant with
the Committee to Re-Elect Congressman Barney Frank.

and I recently adopted our first child. Scarlet Rose, a
beautiful toddler from South Africa. We just returned
from a family vacation in Disneyland. The West Coast
was nice, but we'd never leave our New England roots!"

Jerry Donovan (MBA) is president of Robin Hill Farm, a
community-based company specializing in the rehabilitation

Longer submissions may be edited for space and content.
We welcome photographs. Electronic submissions
should be high resolution (300 dpi minimum).

wife and "three semi-grown children."
Via web:
www.suffolk.edu/alumni

Kristina (Robbins) Campbeii (MBA) is a sales consultant

Via E-mail:

who works with small to mid-sized businesses in industries

classnotes@suffolk.edu

such as medicine, pharmaceutical, restaurant, catering, and

Via Post:

food manufacturing, to increase sales in niche markets. Kris

Attn: Class Notes

tina lives in Portsmouth, NH, with her husband and 9-yearold daughter.

in this tough climate, clients include GE, Wal-Mart, 3M, Entergy,
CBRE, and more. A portion of our company is women-owned.
Could not have done it without my Suffolk experience."

2003
"I was director of operations at Healthcare Financial me. and
took time off to care for my two children," Tonya Clawson

Urquizo (MPA) reports. "While raising my family, I work at
SAM class notes can run from a line to a paragraph.

1992

ployees, in 5 states. Our growth and future looks amazing, even

where I have relocated with my family. My wife Sarah

1991

of adults with brain injuries. He lives in Scituate, MA, with his

David Land (EMBA) writes, "in 2009, l started my own food

reconneaing) with your classmates is simpler than ever.

the Sawyer School of Management in 2009. He teaches Prin

undergraduate program.

ing, tax, and advisory organizations," writes Marc Mercier

(BS '98, MSF/JD '02).

Suffolk Alumni Magazine
8 Ashburton Place
Boston, MA 02108

Merrimack Special Education Collaborative as a billing spe
cialist. MSEC assists students and adults with a variety of
disabilities obtain life skills and employment in the communi
ty. We collaborate with state agencies and school systems to
meet our consumers' goals. Recently, i completed my Project
Management Certificate at UMass Lowell, i am very excited
about complementing my public administration experience
with project management tools. Family, work, and school
keeps me busy, but i find time to enjoy New England in the
fall with leaf-peeping trips and local farm excursions!"

2004
"Greetings from Germany," writes Debra A. Allawl (MSA).

1995

Congratulations to Tina Chin BSBA '96

The Women's Executive Council of Orlando has named iiene

whose name was chosen in a random drawing from the

Wilkins (MPA), president and chief executive officer of

scores of alumni who submitted their class notes for the

United Cerebral Palsy (UCP) of Central Florida, as this year's
Central Florida woman of the Year. Founded in 1955, uCP

infants to age 21. in 2002, ilene was promoted to president/
CEO and, under her leadership, UCP has grown to become

in Rodenbach, Germany, and worked in Ramstein, Germany,
as a forensic auditor, i support the Air Force Office of Spe

Winter 2011 issue of SAM. Tina and her guest will join
us for Suffolk Alumni Night at the Celtics, a March 23rd
game vs. the Memphis Grizzlies atTD Garden, Boston.

of Central Florida provides support, education, and therapy
services for children with and without special needs, from

"Since July 2008, i have lived with my son Hamid Allawi, Jr.,

cial Investigations, Army Criminal Investigation command.
Defense Contract investigative Services, Department of Jus
tice, and the Judge Advocate General, with forensic auditing

TO enter the drawing tor the Spring/Summer 2011 issue of
SAM, submit your news via web or e-mail. From new (nonrepeated) class notes submitted electronically by March 18,
2011, one name will be selected randomly. The winner and

the fifth-iargest nonprofit in the region, serving 2,400 chil

a guest will be invited to join us for an Alumni Association

dren annually in six locations with 300 team members and

sponsored Boston Red Sox game during the 2011 season.

a $13 million budget. The Central Florida woman of the Year

(Out-of-state graduates may substitute a retail gift card).

services and litigation support in Iraq, Kuwait, Germany, Italy,
and Belgium. My personal travels have taken me throughout
Germany, Italy, Belgium, France, Tunisia, Poland, Switzerland,
and Spain. The education I received from Suffolk university
provided the foundation I needed to prepare me for this posi
tion and I am forever grateful."

award is given to a local woman who has exhibited special
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SUCCEEDING IN
LAW SCHOOL

HERBERT N. RAMY
Recently Kathy Regan (MHA), RN, MHA, CAN, BC received

terior Design '07), Eduardo Meza (MA in Interior Design

the 2009 annual award for innovation and Clinical Leadership

'03), and Yolanda (Pena) Mazzoni (Interior Design '86).

for an individual from the American Psychiatric Nurses Asso

2009

derful to work with and the projects were exciting to work on.

ership, direction, vision, and partnership with her staff to better

Aruha Chong-Quiroga (msf) writes, "Since graduating,

Sadly, the projeas are finishing up..." Leah's now starting the

care for children with serious mental illness and to have had

I've co-founded RePlant Building Solutions with my brother-

search for full-time, part-time, or contract work.

the opportunity to share that vision and success with others"

in-law. RePlant is focused on providing sustainable building

Kathy was also a significant partner for the APNA Restraint and

materials in the built environment. Born in Kuala Lumpur,

ciation (APNA). The nomination recognizes Kathy for "her lead

Seclusion Task Force in 2007. She published Opening OurArms

Malaysia, and having completed my secondary and under

in 2006, a book documenting the changes the Child Assess

graduate education in the united Kingdom, I currently reside

ment Unit underwent and the challenges they faced.

in Boston with my husband, Alejandro Quiroga."

1972
Bob Neu (BSBA '62, JD '72) has been appointed chairman

2007

2010

of the Aurora Public Defenders Commission by the Aurora

Ariel Cretu (MS Accounting) has beeh appointed to the

Todd FInklestone (mepp, bs '07) has graduated from the

(Colorado) City Council.

board of directors for the California Society of Certified Pub

Master of Science in Ethics and Public Policy program and

1977

lic Accountants for the 2010-2012 term. He is a CPA in the

formed the nonprofit organization CameroonONE, an asso

San Jose office of Hood & Strong LLP and will also serve as

ciation dedicated to funding the education of children from

the board liaison to the state taxation committee. Ariel and

the Republic of Cameroon who have been orphaned by HIV/

his wife, Julia, reside in Redwood City, CA.

AIDS or other causes. The CameroonONE education project

The sixth book by John Loftus (MPA/JD), America's Nazi
Secret, was published in October. A documentary film based
largely on his research will be out in theaters in 2011. "In my
spare time, I am the legal consultant for an international group

places young students in a sponsor home, provides them

2008

of retired Intel agency types," he writes. "In December we will
with supplies and a uniform, and finances their transportation
start producing 'Liquid Light' prototypes of the world's first

Brian Francis (MBA) writes, "My wife and l recently

and school fees for the entire school year. The CameroonONE

celebrated our eighth anhiversary by visiting Australia

goal is to bring as many of the otherwise marginalized chil

(Sydney, Cairns, Brisbane) and New Zealand (Auckland and

dren of Cameroon as possible back into the community and

vicinity). On a professional and career note, i recently left my

classrooms. Todd aims to establish the Suffolk University

I

probably be the holy grail of alternative energy. inGaN covers
100% of the sun's bandwidth, as opposed to 20% for conven
tional solar cells. Bottom line: electrical energy at 2 cents per

corporate job of 10 years with Verizon to start my own tele

Alumni Nonprofit Alliance this tall tor alumni to assist each

com consulting business."

other's efforts and support one another's causes.

Caitlln (Ryan) Destefano (M.Ed.) was married on June 12 to

Leah Cantor (MA in interior Design), who graduated in

Bobby Destefano, who works in the budget office at Suffolk.

KWH. Bit of a breakthrough."

1980
January, spent the spring and summer working with former
NESADSU faculty member Karen Brown, renovating the New

Mai Nguyen (MA in Interior Design) has left Bergmeyer
and started a new job at Gensler. She joins several other
NESADSU alums, including Naomi Nottingham (MA in in
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Indium Gallium Nitride solar cell, which all scientists agree will

ton Montessori School and the public areas of Wellesley Green
Condominiums. "I was responsible for sourcing and specifying
all the furnishings and finishes for the projects. Karen is won

Jeanne E. LaFazia (jD) was sworn in by then-Governor
Donald Carcieri as the chief judge of the Rhode Island Dis
trict Court on April 9,2010. She is the first woman to hold this
position. Jeanne practiced law with the firm of Gunning and
LaFazia, a litigation firm, for 22 years before being appointed
to the bench by Governor Lincoln Almond in May 2001. She

is married to George D. Mason. Her brother, R. Alan LaFazIa

five years as a Florida state prosecutor, David has started his

legal services to small- and medium-sized businesses, but

(JD), also graduated from Suffolk in 1980 and continues to

own firm in Tampa. He will practice in the areas of criminal

handles other types of cases as well," Travis reports. "Busi

practice law with Gunning and LaFazia.

defense, civil litigation, and estate planning. He and his wife,

ness has actually been going really well and I've hired a new

Carolyn, were married in February 2010.

assistant and taken on a couple interns from SULS in the last

1986

two years. We hope to expand with a new attorney in the

Rachel Alexander Healey (JD) reports, "I presently work

Andre Gelinas (JD) married Aida Masdeu of Barcelona,

in the Essex county District Attorney's Office as an assistant

Spain, in June 2010, on Cape Cod. They have relocated to

spring of 2011."

district attorney, where I have been for the past eight years.

Doha, Qatar, where Andy has joined the Qatar Financial Cen

In October, several SULS graduates got together for the wed

Prior to that I worked part time in three different small civil

tre Regulatory Authority as associate director. Office of the

ding of Colin du M6e (JD '08) and Jeanette Wilson in the

practices. The various concentrations were civil litigation,

General Counsel.

Berkshires. Travis Jacobs, Kenneth Fllarski, Steve Di-

workers compensation, and real estate law. upon graduation
from the Law School I worked for seven years at the Plym

mirsky, John Babcock, Christina Corda, Tony zinno (all

2002

JD '07) were in attendance. More recently, Kenneth Filarski,

outh County District Attorney's Office as an assistant district

"I am employed by Fidelity Investments as a risk manager

attorney. I live on the North Shore and have four children

working in the area of anti-money laundering and financial

ages 18,16,14, and 12."

crimes," reports Lisa (Cormier) Parent (JD). "My husband,

1994

0

2008

Eliza Sue joined big sisters Casadie and Makenna."

Colin du M§e (JD) writes, "On Oct. 2, 2010,1 married my

2005

the West Stockbridge Congregational Church in West Stock-

beautiful wife, Jeanette Wilson (now Jeanette du Mee), at

University Law School Professor Herb Ramy (JD). "The book

Renee Woiforth (JD '04) writes that in October,

is meant to assist students as they navigate through orienta

she and Sandra Berty (JD '05) "enjoyed a won

tion, classes, exams, and their first law-related job search."

derful dinner with Suwit Suwan (LLM '09) and his lovely
wife, Vi/allapa, in Bangkok, Thailand."

1997
Peter Sullivan (JD) and Stephanie (Lyons) Sullivan

2006

(JD) "just wanted to report the birth of our daughter Rowan

in January 2007, Jeremy Auslander (JD) formed Roxbury

Jeanne Sullivan on May 6,2010."

Jewelry LLC, the private sales division for one of the na
tion's largest diamond importers and jewelry manufacturers,

1999

based in Los Angeles, CA.

Leigh (Lamendola) Trigilio (JD) would like to announce
the birth of her daughter Amalia Rose.

Howl at the Moon, a dueling-piano bar.

Sean, and I just welcomed our third daughter on July 6,2010.

"ln the summer of 2010, i published the second edition
of my book. Succeeding in Law School," writes Suffolk

Travis Jacobs, and Colin du Mde all met up at a new venue.

bridge, MA." The wedding was followed by a reception at the
Stockbridge Golf Club. "It was a beautiful fall day during the
peak of the foliage turning color." In attendance were Ken

neth Filarski, Travis Jacobs, Christina Corda, John Bab
cock, Steven Dimirsky, and Anthony Zinno (all JD '07).
"On Oct. 18,2010,1 married the love of my life, Kristina Ta-

levi," reports Anthony Naro (JD). "We both live in the Back
Bay. I work as an attorney for the New Hampshire Public De
fender and Kristina is an account supervisor at Phillip John

2007

son and Associates, a local ad agency in Harvard Square."

Shortly after passing the bar exam, Travis Jacobs (JD)

2009

2000

started a solo law practice (The Jacobs Law LLC), which is

The Florida Bar has designated David C. Hardy (JD) as a

now located in downtown Boston, on Tremont Street next to

board certified expert in criminal trial law. After working for

SULS. "The practice is focused on providing less costly quality

Christopher Hadley (JD) writes, "On June 1, my wife,
Barbara, and I welcomed our second child, Charlotte Jane
Hadley."
After graduating from SULS, Matthew Makara (JD) was
hired as an associate in the Boston office of national labor
and employment law firm Constangy, Brooks & smith LLP
"My work focuses on a wide variety of employment matters,
including defense of employers in complex wage and hour
class actions, as well as in cases alleging discrimination,
wrongful termination, whistleblower retaliation, and state
law claims," Matt explains. "Since graduation, I have also
served as assistant editor of and contributor to the second
edition of the BNA treatise The Fair Labor standards Act,
the primary reference in the field of federal wage and hour
law. At 2,2CX) pages, the two-volume second edition greatly
expands upon and updates the first edition and is due to be
published by BNA Books."
In November, Jonas Jacobson (JD) celebrated the first
year of existence of the Law Offices of Jonas Jacobson, a
firm focused on financial litigation (including bankruptcy and
foreclosure defense) as well as small-business counseling.
Among the firm's highlights of the past yean helping to save
the homes of three families post-foreclosure.
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my voice on the video, which I watched again
recently in utter horror. I thought I was defend
ing my stepson’s honor. His response: “Are you
nuts? You dissed Oprah!”
>My husband (who will now forever believe
HE is the fimny one) got off a great one-liner
and bonded with Oprah instantly. After she
asked him if we stick to the two-drink limit at
parties, he quipped: “Yeah, (wait for it... ) but
they’re THIS big!” She threw her head back in
one of those full-on Oprah laughs, ebony curls
swirling here and there, and slapped his knee
with glee. He stole the show.
When we returned home, I was disappointed
by the way things turned out. I thought Oprah
would love me. I wanted her to call me “girl
friend”. None of it happened. One day, a Fed
Ex package appeared on my porch from Harpo
Studios in Chicago. I ripped into it to discover
a letter signed by Oprah in which she informed
me that my performance was “stilted” and that
only my husband would be welcomed back.
I went, as they say, ballistic. I screeched:
“STILLLLTED????? STILLLLLTED??? I HAVE
NEVER BEEN STTILLLLLTED A DAY IN MY
LIFE!!!!!” I ran for the dictionary (winter coat
and boots stiU on) and read the definition of
“stilted” out loud at the top of my lungs, over and
over. I was incredulous. I mean, she had every
right to label me ugly, snippy, and boring. But
stilted was utterly uncalled for.
I bad become undone and someone had to step
in. And so, my husband (the funny one, remem
ber?) pulled the dictionary from my death grip
and gently explained it was a practical joke. He
wrote the letter. Ha ha ha. It took a few minutes
for it all to register, but when it did, there was
more screeching. But I’ll spare you those details.
In the end, the joke was on him. A few weeks
later, responding to a stoiy I wrote in the Globe
about my experience on the show, the REAL
>People say I’m funny, so there was some ex Oprah sent me a lovely handwritten note. It
pectation that I would be humorous on national began, “DearGirlfnend...”
Thank you, Oprah, for inviting us on your
TV with the most famous woman on the planet.
However, I was so stunned by the size of her dia show. We’ve gotten a lot of mileage out of our
mond studs, I fell into a personality coma and all 15 minutes of infamy. As your show comes to
my responses sounded like the droning teacher a close in September 2011 and you wrap up 25
on those old Charlie Brown specials: wah wah, years of television brilliance, I can’t help but
think there still might be time for a do-over. If
wah, wah, wah.
>To make matters worse, I dissed the Queen invited back, I promise to dress to the nines,
of All Media. In the name of accuracy, I icily curb the ’tude and finally, be the funny one. ©
corrected her when she got my stepson’s name
wrong. “Umm, his name is Noel, Oprah, NOT Doreen I. Vigue BSJ ’87 is Vice President ofPublic
Noelle.” You can clearly hear the snippy tone in Relationsfor the Comcast Greater Boston Region

/ si'll tid

My Oprah Moment
The one we tell in tandem as
a couple after a glass of wine and a little prod
ding. We were on The Oprah Winfrey Show in
the winter of1995, invited as guests after I wrote
a column in The Boston Globe about the stress
couples feel around the holidays.
It’s an entertaining and animated retelling.
And we have great friends that indulge us. The
laugh lines:
>With little time to prepare, I clumsily pulled
together an outfit so ugly, with a scarf so ridicu
lously big, my friends watching at home thought
I was trying to hide a goiter.
IT'S OUR STORY.
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I find it moving that

people would be
willing to invest in
my future.”

I wanted to attend a school that had a lot of diversity and Suffolk fit
i that perfectly. I love going into a class and seeing different faces,
hearing different accents and languages being spoken, and know
ing that although we’re all from different places, we can come to

-i»

gether for one shared goal. I chose global business because I love
to travel and immerse myself in different cultures. I chose entrepre
neurship because I get new ideas every day and I can’t wait to put
them into effect. By combining these two majors I really get the best
of both worlds.

The financial aid package was a crucial part of my decision to go to
Suffoik compared to the other schools I was considering. I have a
work-study job in alumni relations. I think it’s great that I am with the
office that works with the alumni who are responsible for me being
able to get the financial aid package that I [received].

I think giving to the annual fund is one of the most charitable gifts
Suffolk alumni can make to directly help a current Suffolk student.
It makes me feel like I have an obligation to myself, the reputation
of the school, and Suffolk alumni to do well, challenge myself, and
become successful. By investing in Suffolk students now, you are
really investing in our future.
t

I

Sincerest thanks from me and from
every student, every day.
I

KAITLYN CAPONE, Class of 2014
Sawyer Business School

suffolk.edu/giving
617.573.8443
Suffolk Annual Fund
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SAVE THE DATE

Hall ofFame
Dinner
V

Royal Soncsta Hotel, Boston
Saturday, May 7111, 2011
6pm Reception
ypM Induction Ceremony

h
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$60 PKR PERSON,
$40 FOR ALUMNI FROM 2006-20I0

For a(1dition;il information, contact;
Elizabeth Jesus D’Amico
617.573.8454 / ejdamico@suffolk.e(iu.
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